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toward None, with Charity for All and with Firmnees ia the RH.t.H
Mora County New Mexico. Saturday. November l, VdVd.

Third Red
Injured
Cross Roll

!

Mosquero has a sensation this
week. The five year old son of
Candido Trujillo. was found
with his fingers torn off and his
face and eyes seriously injured
and several minor wounds on his
body.
His seven year old brother
who is the oldest person who was
present when the accident
charged that the two sons
of Oscar Aspgren had shot his
brother with a 22 rifle and the
boys were arrested and accused
of it, A hearing was set for
Thursday of this week from
"which we have not had report
but the boys are said to have a
very good aliby and were not
near the place when the accident
occured. Appearances seem to
point to a dynamite cap or cartridge in the hands of the children themselves as the cause of
the accident,

The big special issue of the
ia at last out and most of it has been
maihid to the people it was intended
for-- The people of Ky have proved
their appreciation by buying' generously And sending: 'them ' to their
friends in all the states of the union
Wind some foreign lands.
We have
received many tod words of commendation and wsty little criticism
for the issue vai he business men of
Roy have contributed much to the
V. V. Cirrus, who has befen mechanic success of it by liberal advertising.
at the Roy Garage for a long time 'is Financially, the issue was not a
thinking of starting a repair shop and winner to us. TTSie high cost of paper
livery in the G. Kitchell building '.and and the advanced prices of the cuts and
going Into business on bin own ac- outside printing .ate up all the extra
count, 'We are glad b has decided revenue from advertising and some
besides but we 'are not regretting the
to remain in Roy.
effort.
We shall not attempt for some time
The oal famine, causad by the profar in adposed strike is causing .aorious diff- to come to keep the
iculty with the tkreiiking where steam- vance of thartenterprises in the town,
ers tare used as is th (case with the we can't afford it with the high rost
three largest machines. It may be of everything that goes Into a paper
that, they will get .kerosene burners and war added work and expense of
or burn straw for fuel. The situation building and moving and getting ne-.is critical at the best and will result machinery twill detract from our regin the enforced use of other fuel if ular work for some time. We shall
the price of coal is advanced to meet still try ;to take care ofthe regular
business while getting ready Sor the
the increased cost of .production.
titer times that must be just ahead.
VThe Trinidad Creamery is advertisWe were more than surprised this
ing 68 cents for butter fat here or
71 cents delivered in Trinidad. Looks week in receiving a letter from Miss
iii e butter would be the next luxury Thecla Schlitz, Private Secretary and
to a prominent real
.FtenogKspher
,
to be discarded.
T. 0- - Scott has decided to
estate .man in Kenosha. Wisconsin, distart a meat market and will
adR. C. Ci unig, wife and Utile daujrh-N.e- r recting her paper sent to a :new
begin Saturday at the Wildman
arrived home last Thursday urxl dress.
G.
&re at present stopping at the
Store where he has euuipped
Jtiskiisconcerting when)i.e of these
Kitchell home. Thev have Been mucH
bob up as a for handling meats of all kinds.
tt f the U. 'S, since leaving here, and little girls of yesterday
He will supply his market
rare glad u get back to tie old home. young lady with a profession and filling a place in the world of business. from his own herd on the farm
Mine Thecla was a mere child when
Wolcott üjFsell came íovn ircm we knsw.her here as a daughter o'f and is not a noVice at the bas-nesSpringer Monday on business with Mrs. Nelly Schlitz and niece of the
Here's wishing him abunthis bnmi.b of .the StubWtfield Co. Fliess Bros., only a short time ago.
public a
and

Jimmy Turner and
came down from Dawson Saturday
for their deer hunt and Charley Farley and Floyd Ivey went with them to
the Canyons. IPhey broke camp in
the morning and within thirty minutes had two fine bucks down and the
third one a lvttli later.
This matt
ight fine bucks brought
in thus far 'this season and re accidents to banters of others reported.
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New Market

s.

dant success

Garage.s.

tho

latest apportionment by the reduction in the H. C. L '
County Superintendent of 'Schools of
funds to the several districts showi
4t642 children in the county and
Mrs.T. 0. Scott remembers
$6,0811 02 to be dividwL Itoy's share i?.
with a sample of the apples
xis
222.00. The rest is on tile in this
office if you are interested.
grown in their otvn little orchard
The

Col. F. O. White has accepted a job
r.t the C. B. Stubblefield Garage as
mechanic irttd .trouble man where he
can spend his time usefully in his profitably when not engaged: in his professional work as Auctioneer. You
will find him there or learn whe:- - he
is by calliifg :at :fhe Garap;.
.

this year. They are as fine as
grew on anv irrigated tract
ever
,
and htartfelt gratitude
is diie iihe many kind friends anj and they are justifiably proud of
neighbors who so generously, and sympathetically aided us in the trials an i them.
--

CW-iiTcer-

CARD OF THANKS

e

Hauling wheat 'to market is geitir-to be a business instead of a job.
Farmers are paying as high as
for delivering wheat sorrow incident to 'the death of our
from themachine to the elevator tnd beloved mother, Mrs. Marie C. John-sorteams enough csrrinot be hi d to nsiiit
during her last illness, and to all
deliveries at that.
who by their presence, sympathy and
ministrations at ihe last Kites which
Friday, October 24th was Ea;'HK;r5 Closed her long f.nd .splendid life of
Pendleton's 51st 'birthday, tn;i h usefulness.
celebrated the event with n party so
All that words can express and mori
evening of his natal day .and made IB in our hearts o" thankfulness for
merry at tho parental Pendleton hoai. such friends in a time of need.
His mother and sisters were in on
Ida M. Johnson and bicothers.
the afTaix and refreshments f a kind
requiring much interest and care were
P.oy .'S. Wood, former 'homesteader
served as well as much merriment here, now of Cottonwood Falls, 'Kan'.indulged in.
sas, arrived in Roy Saturday and is
With the dignity of a voter added
old friends here. He .came
to his skill as a mechanic .liaymoml with the purpose of eeffing .lúa land
is putting just a little more care than but the country looks so good to him
ever into his "work and the motor that he has about decided to keep it
that leave Ms shop purr contentedly and come back to it. Roy looks the
as they drive their 'ars fa$t;and fa same as ever. His sister, Jiiss Besaie
afield.
Wood is;now living in Chicago.
;.

Messrs. Johnson and Leather- presented the iamous
picture, "Mickey" to a packed
house Wednesday evening.
It
is a clever thing and all were
pleased with it.

man
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.
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The new stuccoed, walls of the Roy
Trading Co. lave hidden the ugly
faces of the old gobies that have long
disfigured that side , of .the street ana
transforms the building into. a arathet
attractive one altho not what we had
hoped for that corner. Jt will be
more comfortable than in the
past if not really ornamental, and we
sh&Sfctjll hope the Jif eld Cq. will find
it to their interest to help build up
agreater Roy.
use-fulii-

E. ÍV Henry and wife are planning
to spend three months in California
this winter after it gets too cold' to
work at cement work. here. He has
turned down a lot of work offered
him because it is impossible to handle

it

all.

In view of the present shortage of
labor and ,the impossibility te get 30
majiy desirable things done because
.you can't get help Isn't it jast a
little amusing to recall tbe meetings,
speeches, sermons, and efforts we had
last spring about "Getting jobs for
returned Soldiers."
No soldier nor anyone else has a
legitimate excuse for being idle this
summer if he wanted work and at
wagifis in advance of any ever befora
In fact many small enter
offered.
prises have been stopped because the?
owner could do better by joining the
ranks of the laborers than by being
,

X

P. S. C. E. of Key twill liold
; Hallow'een
party :at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. TBcptt,
three ijniles mortheast of town TViday
evening, Oct. 31st,
All who have ever participated in
these parties will appreciate the good
time they will have at this one. All
members of the Endeavor will attend.
The

their annual

Baptist Rally

Call
The members of the Third Red
Cross Roll Call Committee are
fhe Red
requested to meet
Cross Rooms at 7 o'clock, Saturday night. Prof. 0. 0. Graham
Chairman

at'

Senator Miles Jfomdexter Eencs out
his announcement as a candidate for
President of the U. S. and accompanies
it by a platform which is so far behind the times that he will find but
few followers, most of the people are
at least 20 years ahead of him.
Like many of his reactionary colleagues he fears progress and wants
to suppress with a firm hand every
effort at 20th century advancement.
He looks upon everything newer
than the "Monroe Doctrine", as "Revolutionary and dangerous, and demands "The ancient policy under
which we enjoyed peace and prosperity." Lord- - what a hoary joke he is!
He should have been born a Chinaman
so he could consistently worship his

generous portion of the deer he killed
Saturday. It was'a small three-pron- g
buck, and tne venison is finer than that
from the larger and older ones, h
J. H. Roy also got a big fellow but
had the misfortune to cut off one of
the fine antlers with ;a bullet spoiling
the finest trophy of the season.
The canyons are full of deer hunters and . it is really safer here in
town than it is in the teakes. No one
has been ghot so far.
Col. A. H. Gerrard, of Springer,
whohas cried all the sales in that
community for a long time, was in
Roy Saturday and made this office a
pleasant visit, leaving his adv. with
us and assuring us he will be glad to
get some sales, m this mesa. He is
a fine man to meet as well as an auctioneer with a reputation and ability.

000. campaign. In addition to
the pastor. Rev. Geo E. Ellis of
Tucumeari and others will speak

Number 42

Obituary

Frank Aldeis, one of the best
cowmen on the mesa suffered a
dislocated shoulder last week
when his horse fell with him.
He was helping dip cattle at
d
ranch and his
the
e
as he
horse stepped in a
waa swinging his rope to catch a
y
and roilod three times
over him - before they , stopped
falling. Dr. Chapin, of Gladstone, was called and patched
him up and he is able to be out
again.
Ray-Kid-

dog-hol-

rnn-a-wa-

Mrs. F. S. Bruwn is the owner
of a fine new Buick car which
Fred went to Las Vegas and
brought home for her Monday.
it she
We had wondered
would still put úi with a Ford
when Fred had a Dodge for a
business car.

Marie Dorothea Verner was
born at Grebro near Stockholm
Sweden Apr. 25, 1848, She was
one of seven children born to
Gustaveand Marie Verner,. and
prior to .her decease was the
sole survivor of the family,
At the age of nineteen she- immigrated to America and
to Jacob Johnson July
22, 1868 at Whitehall Michigan
where she resided for some
time then moved with her hus- "band to a farm near Holton Mich,
To them were born 15 children
5 daughters and 10 sons.
Mrs..
Johnson is survived by 8 children, w.io are:
Ida M. Johnson of , Normal III.
J. Henry Johnson of Stanford,
Ky. J. Herbert Johnson of Muskegon Mich. Clarence II. Johnson of Battle Creek Mich. J.
Hilmer Johnson of Chicago Ill-Id ar and Elvin'H. J, of Twin-la- ke
Mich, and Jess E. Johnson.
of Roy, her,youngest child with
whom she made her home.
She is also survived by nine
grand children and two great
was-marrie-

d

Hi

ancestors.

Brown, Mrs. F. A.
Mrs.
McMimmy,
Mrs.
Roy,
We are in receipt of t?ie printed
,
"Propaganda" of the Coal mining com- Strickland and Mrs. Ogden made
panies of Colorado and the coal deal- up a pleasure party who drove to
ing companies of Texas anent the
proposed strike and have read it all Mills Tuesday afternoon for an
carefully as well as reading the outing. They spent a pleasant
minar's. side of 1t as presented by
afternoon riding and worrying grandchildren.
the. men thru their publicity agencies
the clerks at the Wilson store
and it retclves itself to ; bout this
Mrs. Johnson resided on the
The operators ask help and sympa- with their "Shopping",
thy of the public, but say the increase
farm near Holton, "Mich, until-thin cost will have to be born by the
death of her husband, after.
consumer and appeal only to selfishDr. T. F. Self arrived home
which
time she removed to Musness of the public.
Tuesday from Kansas City
The miners say that tha increased
Mich, thence to Ky. and',
kegon
retail price of coal over what it sold where he has been taking
to Roy, N. M.
finally
for before 1917, fully warrants the
course in Surgery.
Mrs Johnson sought the Lord
advance in wages demandad by them
Mrs. Self has been seriously
without advancing the( retail price a
young and was of a strong
when
reill and an operation tor the
cent because 5f the strike.
religious
and philanthropic torri.
We all know that we bought coal lief of a serious case of Appendihere at $4.50 per ton when the wages citis
of
mind.
She was always active
was contemplated.
paid at the mines were little it any
and enthusiastic in religioio
less than are paid now.
nations.
' The
men have the l est of ths arguSecondly, we need it in order to work and wss always on the
ment on that score.
outlook for some discouraged or
vo:d a recurrence of what has conThe operators show that a man stituted a veritable cures even i.i
nced one lo comfort, encourage
who get $4.20 to f 6.05 per day ot limes oí peace, competitive
help. To the very last, with
or
8 hours and
days a week, now wan
$6.72 to $9.C8 for a
day and
i
and speech almost gene she
eight
comvii'.iiiaii
International
f tiays "a week.
In rrmics and navies loaves the 'na j .var,
'i.!l concerned about theLooks big, its true but
tion In the end in substantially the
welfare of others. She was or
The miners claim that the mines
same relativo positions as in the be
were managed so that they could work riming.
Yet we must each In self- an t:;ceptior.dly cheerful turn of
but half time much of the year ami
up in this race. To Eu mirjd always finding "The honer
that, in the end they can barely make intense, keep
rope this will mean economic ruin; to
a living out of the time they are air
in the rock". In her younger
lowed to work and men who have tried as, high taxes.
days
she was a veritable tower
are
who
men
There are business
it and come back here, tell us the
league of strenghth, a
a
of
shy
of
idea
Bghting
dynamo
the
of
same.
of nations with the thought that it Is
Now, to be perfectly fair and
to
rock- of defence
energy,
a
internationally
is it all one sided?
Whose going to unsettle trade
a
always
Wid
many
children
her
afraid, perhaps, that the tariff will
argument sounds the best?
Th
any
way.
some
But
In
be
disturbed
to
friend
the friendless.
miners who want more of the monc;
ycu pay for yoar coal without ir.. possible gain that could be had by
She
died
at the home of her
creasing the cost to you any further maintaining the status quo would be
son,
Jess
Johnson,
at Montoya
by
many
loss
over
times
cancelled
the
or the millionaire companies who
want your sympathy and assistance from the taxes enormously high
Pocket near Roy, Thursday Oct
and threaten you with more H. C. L. if which would be required to keep up 24th, age 71 years.
our end in this international compe
you don't come across with it.
Funeral services were held at
We all know that the high cost of titlon in armaments. Our own conn'
coal to us has been nearly double what try, In spite of Its wealth, would be the Christian
Church in Roy,
it was before the war and the Gov reduced a long way toward poverty, Saturday at 3 P. M. conducted
ernment regulations created the con This world wouad be scarcely fit to
by Rev. O. W. Hearn.
Interdition rather than what is called live in.
Profiteering, but we hate to think
We have reached the parting of the ment Roy Cemetery.
Mrs. F.

S.

e

afrar.-mcr.t-

G

six-ho- ur

'

-

-

someone gets more profit for handling
coal than it costs to produce it.
Its a deep subject and the more
humanity is injected into it and the
more bunk and commercialism is
taken out of it the, nearer it will get
to a human solution.

The service at the Baptist NECESSITY OF A
Church on Sunday Nov. 2nd
will consist of a rally in the
E. F. Henry, the stucco artist, and
LEAGOEJFl!ATIO!!S
interest of the Baptist $75,000.
cement man scmembers us irifh

C. C. Moore, of Mosquero, calls our
attention to the fact that their new
capacity
Mr. and Mrs.. Ben Cirunig added a mill is to be
of 25 as We had it last week.
fine girl baby to their, little flock Monday morning. She is a charming
young lady, like all the feminine porWe believe most of the "Boost stuff'
tion of her mothers family and Ben
we had in that last issue was not more
pleased
is
that she doesn't look in the. than 50 per cent of the actual facts
least like him.
as thev exist so the mill is, like the
rest, able to demonstrate its claims.
A. I. Burleson, the pig mevchnnt, has
sold out about all of his carload of
pigs shipped in from Oklahoma City
A candy supper at the Chateau
last week. They will turn a lot cf
School hcuee Oct 31st.
Hill
pp.y!c!l whfat into pork,
i
an employer.

Rev. G. B. Hall lost his
pocketbook with $15. in cash in
it out near Leo Wagner's place
Where he was with his threshing machine. Some one found
it, extracted the cash and leí r
the rest for hrm. It was a mean
trick, to say the least and an
honest man wouldnt have done
it.

-

,

Serious Accident

Boy Seriously

.,!:

Mention
Personal
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iitiiPim

should Eliminate War
Nine Out

ef

in Ninety.
One Hundred

Case.

Every Baptist within forty
I wish ta maintain the proposition
miles of Roy is invited and urged
that
a League of Nations is not only
speakers
to be present.
The
desirable but. an absolute, necessity
will be well worth going a long and for three reasons, any one of
which would be sufficient to Justify
way to hear.
that phrase.
Basket Dinner
First, it is a necessity for winding
up the war. We must not forget that
Miss Ernestine Grzelachowski, this war has unsettled almost everyand Miss Fannie Blevins spent thing; has destroyed nations, and
on papor,
visiting friends has created new nations CzedwSlo-rakla,the week-en- d
such as Finland, Poland,
at Solano,
the Ulkráine .and
the Balkan States and some
bodies like Armenia, the
Postmaster Wm G. Johnson
left Wednesday for Santa Fe to Caucasus, snd Palestine. These small
states will he even more at the mercy
attend Federal Court.
of the great states than Belgium was,
If we do not guarantee in some way
The coal famine in Roy is get- their independence.
ting to be serious,
Threshing of Then there are the great problems
the landlocked countries, which'
machines are going ' to stop as' must hare an outlet to the sea, and of
soon as the small supply on hand certain International areas, like the
is exhausted and many families Bosphorus, which must be administered by a league of nations. The
are without coal and canont buy there are the German Colonies, which
for there ia none to buy, but need, for obvious reasons,, to b adthere is enough coal going thru ministered Internationally.
Finally, as Mr. Taft predicted, this
Roy every day to supply the peace treaty
is as long as the moral
town for a year, but Roy is law. It will regulre Interpretation,'
and It will require enrorcemeht, for
without coal just the same,
both of which we. need a league of
1

Jugo-Slavi-

a,

.

ways as to our policy on armaments
Either we must compete with the rest
of the world, or combine with the
rest of the world.
The third and most Important reason for a league Is to prevent the recurrence of a world war.
A league should eliminate war In
99 out of 100 cases, because it affords another way than war to settle
A collective
the inevitable disputes.
police force takes the place of naThe national
tional military forces.
pride which so often leads to war will
be transferred to keeping treaties.
No longer will a nation need to go to
war to "save its face" rather than recede from an untenable position; for
he award of the third party will preserve its
Furthermore,
whatever disarmament takes place
will tend to diminish the danger of
war and reduce Its scale If It comes.
Many people are Indifferent" to or
scornful of the idea of a league of
nations chiefly because they lack the
Imagination to realize the horrible
alternative.
In otier .then ,to wind up this war,
10 prevent oppressive taxes in times
if peace, and to prevent future wars,
we need a League of Nations.
But besides these three reasons,
vyhich are purely selfish, there Is a
reason which outweighs them all. Irrespective of our Interests, Irrespective Of tho fortunes of any man or
party, we are in honor bound to do
this thing. Our boys went abroad, to
Make tho world "safe for democrat."'
We owe It, to
md to do It forever.
them that their labors shall not have
been In vain. We are talking about
erecting monuments to them memo
rial arches, and bridges, and befid- Ings.
Let us first erect a monument
which will not only commemorate but
perpetuate their work, the monument
of a League of Nations.
IKVINO FISHER,
Professor Yale University,
Dept. Political Economy.
self-respe-

Threshing wheat on the Editor's,
farm takes him away from the
printshop again this week, and
Omar W. Keene the foreman ia
getting out the paper by himself
again.
Mr.J. VV. MiMinimv nf Fmnlr.
fort, Kansas, is visiting with,
his sister Mrs. F. A. Roy.

McNama-Scot-

t

Mr. and Mrs. Rollin

McNama,

of Albuquerque formally an
nounce the marriage of their
daughter, Elizabeth,
to Mr.
Chester Ray Scott of Roy,
Wednesday, Oct 22, at Albu
querque.
The young couple arrived in
Roy Thursday and received a
boisterous greeting from their
They had the
many friends.
pleasure of watching the crowd
drive out five miles to the home
of the groom's parents to. find
them when they were cosily en- onsed in their own room in
town and entertained graciously
when they returned.
Chester is back at the bank at
work and his bride is learning
the delights of keeping house
and cooking meals or a man
when be comes home hungry.

THE

FOREIGN

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH

Í1EVS

A disaster In the Levant mine at St.
Just, Cornwall, England, caused about
forty deaths. Many miners were in-

jured.
It has been reported In dispatches
from Lisbon that Portugal had grunted
the United States a concession in the
018- IMPORTANT
THE LATEST
Azores for a naval station.
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
Marshal Foch has Informed the BelV
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
gian government by telegraph that'
Belgian freight cars have been
found on the left hank of the Rhine.
Hundreds of American children will
STORY OF THE WEEK receive
Christmas dolls, gifts of tlip
French children of the city of Metieres, as a murk of their gratitude for
THE PROGRESS 01" the organization there of the schools by
SHOWING
the American Red Cross.
EVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
:Tlie disappearance of silver money
FOREIGN LANDS.
from circulation has resulted In such
a shortage of small change that many
Western N'WHpftper Union Nftwa 8rvlex
restaurants In Paris Jiave posted
WESTERN
notices that customers must .make
"American soldiers won the war," their own change or accept postage
was the declaration made by King A- stamps In place of silver.
llien of the Belgians, in accepting the
A wave
of diamond buying bus
honorary office of state commander of struck England despite the repeated
the Missouri hranch of the American pleas of the government and business
I.eglon at St. Louis.
organizations for thrift.
West End
Itainon Vega of Francisco Villa's reb-e- l jewelers report doing an extraordinary
forces, who lias been operating In business In precious stones, especially
the state of Chihuahua, has surren- among w en who made big wages in
dered himself and his forces to Gen. war work.
Kodrlgo Quevedo at Casas Grande, ChNikolai Lenlne, Bolshevist premier
ihuahua, according to advices received
liy Andres G. Garcia, Mexican consul of Russia, has been captured by
forces, according to a wiregeneral at El Paso.
less message picked up by the JapanWhile attempting to regain his seat ese sfilp Tenyo
Maru In the harbor at
in his airplane after performing a
Honolulu. The message gave no furseries of daring feats In midair, Capt.
('liarles Theodorel of Pallas, became ther details of the reported capture, of
exhausted, lost his grip on the rope to Lenlne.
An official census shows that the
which he was clinging below the land
ing gear of his machine and fell 000 population of Korea at the end of 1818
feet to his death at Dallas, Texas. was 17,057,032. This shows an Increase
Thousands of people witnessed his ex- of 88,035 as compared with the end of
1917 and of 3,744,015 over the figures
hibition and his fall.
Following the withdrawal from Pres for 1910, the year of annexation to
ident Carranza of Mexico of his extra Japan. Japanese residents number
ordinary war powers by the Mexican 330,872.
House of Deputies, President Carran
The supreme council has decided to
za lias placed himself at the disposal Intrust to the military authorities of
of the high Judiciary committee of the the allied powers the duty of fixing a
Mexican Congress "for judgment on his date for depositing ratifications of the
record," according to n message re treaty of peace with Germany, which
reived by El Nacional, u Spanish lan- date will mark the coming Into force
guage newspaper published at El Paso. of the convention, according to the
J. T. McCoy, a prominent and' Echo de Paris.
and wealthy oil man of Oil City, Pa.,
The supreme council has refused a
was killed at Tulsa when he was request from the German government
struck by an automobile. McCoy, who that members of Interallied commis
was 73 years old, was the father-isions In Germany should not wear unilaw of Frank A. Gillespie of Tulsa, forms after the peace treaty conies in
rated as the wealthiest oil operator In to effect. The council declared it saw
Oklahoma. McCoy had come to Tulsa in the request un attempt to weaken
to attend a family reunion. The acci- the authority of the commissions.
dent ws unavoidable,
The game of baccarat Is again alSale bus been announced In San lowed In the clubs In France since the
Francisco of the historic Richmond ratification of the peace treaty. As
and Eureka silver and lead mines of soon as the ban was lifted a veritable
Eureka, N'ev., which were opened in frenzy of gambling set in all over
1809 and were said to liave yielded Europe.
It Is estimated $1,000,000
more than $32,000,000 prior to 1010. were won and lost In the first night
lohn W. Mackay of Comstock fame after the famous game was resumed.
was one of the Investors in the mines
at a time when they pnid dividends GENERAL
The state of New York will attempt
of $3 a share monthly. The sale price
The Klch to collect an Inheritance tax amount
was given as $0,500,000.
Mining Company
of ing to millions of dollars from the esMaine was the seller and the E. A. tate of William W. Astor, who died In
Holter and II. P. Henderson syndicate London.
Recommendations granting the right
of New York city the purchaser,
of suffrage to Cuban women and call
WASHINGTON
The American army transport Great ing for participation by Cuba In the
Northern sailed from Valdivostok with league of nations have been placed In
the revised platform of the Liberal
100 officers and 1,400 enlisted men reparty.
turning to the United States.
Progress In surgery and
Denial of a seat In the House of Repsince the Civil war have addMilwauRerger,
to
Victor
resentatives,
kee Socialist, who is under conviction ed fifteen years to the average human
for violation of the espionage law, was life, Dr. William Mayo of Rochester,
recommended by a special house com- Minn., told the ninth annual American
Representative Rodenburg, Congress of Surgeons In New York.
mittee.
Illinois, filed a minority reiwrt recomWhat is said to be a new record In
mending delay.
the price of books was established by
"It Is practically assured that legis- the sale of a single volume for $100,000.
lation will be enacted at this session The purchaser, a New York' collector,
relieving miners of all assessment asked that his name be withheld. The
work for the year 1910." This state- book is the only known copy of the
ment was made by Ravenel Macbeth, first collected edition of Shakespeare's
Western mining promoter, who is In works, published In London by Tilomas
Washington working for this legisla- Pavler In 1690 and printed by William
Jaggard.
tion.
Alfred T. Rlngllng, head of the firm
Count V. Macchl di Cellere, Italian
ambassador to the United States since of Rlngllng Brothers, circus owners,
died suddenly on his estate at Oak
1013, died in the emergency hospital
at Washington just as he was about to Ridge, X. J.
George "Babe" Ruth, world chamundergo an operation.
hitter of the Boston
Advised that the Navy Department pion home-ru- n
lias in reserve 9,000,000 pounds of su- Americans, said before leaving for Los
gar, Secretary Daniels intimated that Angeles that he would demand $20,000
he would release
of the stock salary next year.
Two men were killed, another may
or 3,000,000 pounds for public use to
relieve the situation resulting from a die and several others were Injured
nntion-wld- e
shortage of the commodity. following two explosions In a fire
Chairman Payne of the shipping which destroyed the produce plant of
board advised Senator Capper, Repub- Swift & Co., at Iowa Falls, Iowa.
For hours detectives with drawn
lican, Kansas," that the board hud desafe in a
cided to reduce freight rates on dressed guns guarded a papier-machstore In New York. Burglars had remeat to Europe $1 per hundred-weigh- t
or from $.4.50 to $3.50 per hundred. moved the real safe to a safe point for
When the new rates, which apply to cracking and left a "camouflaged" one.
The Old Clothes Society was organcontinuental Europe are to become efized by clerks in the city hall In Chifective was not stated.
Cash aggregating about $95,000,000 cago with "chapters" in each of the
was contributed by the American Red principal departments of the municipal
The object Is to glorify
Cross for relief work in France alone government.
and about $75,000,000 was contributed the wearing of patches, frayed or shiny
shoes and
for similar work in twentjvither coun- suits, soft collars,
tries during the war period of twenty revivified neckties as a means of commonths ending last Feb. 28, according bating the high cost of living. "Wear
to a report of the war activities of the your old clothes" was one of the obliorganization made public In Washing- gations ofynembership Included In the
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Authority of Ohio state officials to
confiscate and sell food held in cold
storage longer than authorized under
a state law, was In effect sustained
by the Supreme Court, which refused
to review appeals In proceedings
growing out of the seizure of 125,000
pounds of pork of the Columbus Packing Company.
Pressure from administration sources
for enactment of permanent railroad
legislation may block the tentative
plans of congressional leaders for adjournment of the extraordinary session about Nov. 10.

When Judge Kenesaw M. Lamlls sentenced Peter Ilolzmacher to the federal prison at ..Leavenworth, Kan., for
violation of the espionage act, he explained to the prisoner that if his trial
had been held during the war he would
have been sentenced to twenty years,
but at this time he would give Mm
only "a trivial sentence of five years."
Ilolzmacher, according to witnesses,
punched out the eyes of a portrait of
President Wilson at a neighbor" home
and declared American Soldiers
a lot of bums" and that the "subs
woiild get them on the way to Franca,"

"ere
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Beef altera, ch. to prime. .$11. G012.50
Beef eteeis. Rood to choice 10.60 4v 1 1.50
i0
iieer ateera, fair to good.. 8.754J)
.
9 oo u Í.7.-neireia, prime
Cows, fat, Rood to choice.. 8 50 41) .00
Cow a, (air to good
8.25
7 UÚ'(l
Cultera and feeder cowa.. 6 50 Ht 6.50
6.25
,
4 25(S
Canoera
b 00 W 6.00
Bulla
Veal calvea
8.0(lttil4.5O
Feedera, good to choice... 10.25 11.00
Keedera. fair to good
8.603 9.25
8
era. ood to choice.. 8.75W 9.50
.
Blocker, fair to good
7.50
Stockera, plain
6.50 4Í 0.50
1 ot--

Us.

hora

Sh

een

tlrecduiK ewes

.

Ó.50W

7.50W10.00

,

Urraartl 1'uultrjr.
The following prices on dressed
try are net 1. O. 1!. Denver:
Turkeys. No. la
Turkeys, old toma
Turkeys, choice'
Hens, lb
27
Ducks, yulinji
22
18
Ueese
14
ltoustera

poul
8&

.........

Turkey,
Hens

Live roullry.
lbs. or over. , .

Uoslinga
Uroilera, 119
Cox
pringa

HO

20
28

i(24

tí 20

WIS
($32
y)25

. .30
18

.

20
20
20
W15
24

!

i

.'..,.... 24
12

....22
Kita.

strictly fresh, caae
count
$18.00016.50

Et:as.

Creameries, ex.
Creameries, 2d
Process butter
i'uekina slock

Metro-politii-

Weit

Newspaper Union New
COMINO

Servlea,.

EVEJITS.

Arizona State Fair Nov.
The Red Cross Roll Call
conducted nation-wid- e
ber 2 to 11, 1919.
The Red Croa Christmas
take place all over the
from December 1 to 10,

3 to 8. 1919.
drive will be
from NovemSeal sale will

I'nlted States

:VSavcltlicBabicG'

1919.

Several case of carlet fever have
been reported near Estancia, N. li.
MORTALITY ft something frightful. Wactnhudlr mills that
INFANT the children born in civilised countries, twenty-tw- o
par cent,
The Shorty. Cobbler Oil Company
die before they reach on year; thirty-seve- n
or nearly
has spudded In Its test well near
before
befors they ara five, and ons-ha- lf
per cent, or more than
Clayton, X. M.
'
they ara fifteen I
...
Governor Campbell hit pardoned six
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Caatoria would
many of these precious lives. Neither do wa besitata to say that many
men serving terms In- - the state' peniof these infantile deatha are occasioned by tha nse of narcotic preparations.
tentiary at Florene, Ariz.
Drops, tinctures and soothinjr syrups sold for children's complaints contain
TtiRt Phoenix will be .called upon to
Tbey are, in considerable quantities,
more or less opium or morphine.
cure for the greatest number of tour-1s- t
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they atupefy, retard circulation and lead
In Its history this season Is the
to congestions, sickness, death. There can be no danger in tha use of Caa
01 Ltias. ti. letcher
toria if it. bears tne signature
opinion of Joe Dalton of that city.
, .
.
as 1.
li contain no opiates narcoucs oi any nina,i
The meeting" of the executive board
eVejT7ÍCC&tC
Castor! always bears the signature of
of the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association, which was to
have been held at the State College on
Bride Runs Away.
Paw Broke Faith.
Nov. 3 and 4, hns been postponed until
Some time ago 1 attended the wed"Well, son, what seems to be the
Nov. 7 and 8.
ding of my cousin. It was a quiet trouble?"
Arizona cotton growers are to re- affair, the pastor coming to the home.
"Paw drowned all our kittens."
ceive profitable assistance in the mar- When he was just about to pronounce
"My, what a heartless deed."
keting of Pima 'cotton at Knstern buy- them man and wife the bride began
"Yeah, he promised I could do it."
t
,
ing points through a consignment serv- to cry and ran Into the other room.
ice established by banks and cotton The 'groom followed
Never Judge a man's knowledge of
her. saying,
"Mary, he Isn't through yet."
me In Los Angeles.
human nature by the opinion he has
of himself.
French, N. SI., hns fallen in line with
the other towns In the state in (lie oil
business and has recently organized a
new company to be known ns the
French Petroleum Company, with a
capital stock of $100.000.

Itullrr.
1st Kiada, lb.
grade

66
2

67
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IT'S NOT YOUR HEART;

IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS

44V4714

A special session of the Arizona LegKidney dlsesie is no re epeeter of perislature will be called early In 1020 to
sons.
A majority of the ill afflicting
federal
of
the
consider
ratification
Apples, Colo., box
$1.753.50
people today can be traced back to the
Cantaloupes,
Ford,
ltocky
granting
, amendment
kidney trouble.
2.0O2.5O constitutional
slanduid crates
The kidneys are the most important
Cantaloupes, pony crates.... l.twl.75 suffrage to women, It hns been anorgans
of the body. They are the
ream, Colo., crate
2.50if3.00 nounced by Governor Campbell.
I'euchos, Colo., box
of your blood. If the poiaons
1.40W1.75
i nuns, Uulu., crate
wnich are swept irom the tissues by the
i.auy i.u
A "tenchernge" is nn establishment
blood are not eliminated through the
appears
M.,
to
which
In
Dawson,
N.
Vegetables.
kidneys, disease of one form or another
00
have solved the problem of providing
Beans, navy, cwt.
8.50 9
will claim you ss a victim.
Beans, pintu, cwt.
3.00'tf 4.60
Kidney disease is usually Indicated by
public
comfortable quarters for the
Beans, lima, lb
.25
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
school teachers of that city. The buildBeans, Kic-n- ,
.15
h.
despondency, backache, stomach trouBeans, wax, lb
.22
.20
ing Is furnished by the coal company.
ble, pain in loins snd lower abdomen,
,20Ü .25
Beets, Colo., dim. bunches
fill stones, griTtl, rheumatism, sciatica
Beets, new, cwt
Twelve teachers have rooms In 'lit
2.254 2.50
lumbago.
and
1.75
,
Cabbage, new, Colo., cwt. 1.50
a
served
for
building,
are
meals
and
,40
.45
All these derangements are nature's
Carrots, doz
who
have
2.75(0 3.00
Carrots, new, cwt
teachers,
few additional
.11
.09
Cauliflower, lb
quarters elsewhere.
MOVE TO REVISE CALENDAR
Celery, Colo.
.35 (tf) .0
1.00
.85
Cucumbers, h. h., doz...
Tlie
Lumber
McKinley
and
Land
Leaf lettuce, h. h., duz. .
.3010 .50
.75ij) 1.60
Lettuce, head, doz
Company of Albuquerque began saw- Advocates of Change Will Bring the
.20
.15
Onions, table, doz
Matter to Attention of League
ing logs again after being closed down
4.50
Unions, Colo., cwt
4.004
of Nationa. .
I'eas, new, Telephone... .12KÍI) .15
for the past six years. Only about 100
2.26
2.75
I'otatoes, new, Colo
men will be worked In the plant for
.50
Kadishes, round k. h....
.4om
One of the first projects to be laid
.30
.35
Kadishes, long, h. li
sime time, but-I- t Is the company's plan
Tomatoes, lb
.04 4
.05
before
the League of Nations, when It
output
plant
the
to
until
increase
tlié
Turnips, Colo., do, bchs.
.40
.30
2.00
Turnips, new, cwt
Is running to Its rapacity. The mills gets ready for new business, Is one to
have been receiving logs from the Zunl revise the calendar and make' It uniHAY AM) f.IIAIX.
mountains almost every day since Sep- form throughout the 'world. Itureau
(rain.
officials of the United States, Swlzer-bin- d
(Buying- price (bulk) carloads, f, o. b. tember 27, when the first carload arnnd Great Britain got Into touch
Denver.)
rived.
$2.80
Corn, per cwt
officials before the war on
with
church
2.31
Oats, per cwt
Reckless driving by college boys out the subject of calendar revision, and
Barley, per cwt
2.50
at
for speed rides was ended promptly
MllT.
have kept up consideration of the matTimothy, No. 1, ton
$28.00 Tucson, Ariz., by Patrolman lied
Church leaders say an
ter since.
Timothy, No. 2. ton
27.00
who, when two machines, loaded agreement bus been reached and a
27.50
South Bark, to
21.00 with youths failed to halt when he
Alfalfa, ton
uniform report Is nearly ready to go
24.00
Second Bottom No. 1, ton
called, and rushed down upon him, to the league.
drew his revolver and shot one front
111 UBS AND PELTS.
The calendar has not been revised
tire as the machine rushed past and before because of objections from the
Drnvrr Trice 1. 1st.
up
40c shot a rear tire off as It attempted to
Botcher, 16 Iba. and
churches to dates for the great re40c
Butcher, under 16 lbs..,
get away. Then he arrested the driver ligious feasts.' These objections are
3 He.
Fallen, all weights
20c of Ihe car and cited all the occupants
Culls
said to be removed. A fixed (late for
18c
Culls
to court.
Dry sale hides Gc per Ib. lesa.
Easter, the adding of a thirteenth
Dry Flint relia.
The state of Arizona was made rich- month, the making of every week be35c
Wool pelts
er to the extent of $171,028.80, which gin with n Sunday and having exuctly
30c
Bhort wool pells...
20c
Butcher shearing'. No. 1
amount was received In a warrant 28 days in each month these are the
10c
No. 2 and murrain shearlinits.. .
the Treasury Department at main features agreed on. Church peoBucks, saddles, pieces of pelts..
20c from
Washington and represents the re- ple favoring the revision say that If
ireea Salted Hides Etc.
Heavy cured No. 1 (over 25 lbs.)
26c ceipts from the national forests within the league itself cannot act. It can
Heavy cured No. 2 (over 25 lbs.)
25c
Bulls, No. 1
lfic this stute for the fiscal year ending designate a calendar congress to do
Bulls, No. 2...
20c .Tune 30, 1019. The authority for this so, to sit at Geneva.
15c
Glue hides and skins
Kip, No. 1
40c payment Is found in the act of ConKip. ..o. 2
They Are Certainly Not Fair.
38c gress approved May 25, 1008, making
Calf, No. 1
66c
"Say, pa."
Calf, No. 2
52c appropriations for the Department of
"What is It now?"
Bart cured hides. 1c per lb. less than Agriculture for the fiscal year ending
cured.
"Are brunettes on the unfair list?"
30,
1008.
June
per
2c
lb.
hides,
less than
Green
cured.
Clayton, N. M., Is making an effort
Green Suited lloraehlile.
In line with other cities In the
No. 1
$9.000 11.00 to keep
No. 2
9.00
7.00
stute and announces tlnft in the next
Headless. 50c less.
days It will install one of the
3.00
4.0" ninety
Ponies and glue
most modern fire alarm systems In
the countrj'.
METAL MAIIKBTS.
Colorado Settlement Price.
The Colmor Irrigation project In ColBar silver, $1.18. ,
fax and Mora counties, N. M., Is about
Copper, pound, 21Vi24c.
Lead, $6.25.
completed and will be ready to deSpelter, $7.24.
liver water In the spring. Assistant
Tungsten, per unit, $7.6012.00.
State Fiiigineer K. N. Hobart made a
detailed elimination of the irrigation
EASTERN LIVESTOCK.
works rece it y and hns compiled his
At Chicago.
report for he state engineer and the
Chicago. Hobs Bulk, $11.85 12.75; New Mexlto Carey a;t
board.
This
tf.p, $12.85; heavy, $12.40 12.75; medium. $12.2512.85; Hunt, $12.25 12.75; Is the only irrigation project undertaken In New Mexico under the Carey
liKht light, $12.00i 12.50: heavy pack-

signals that the kidneys need help.
You should use GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules immediately. The
soothing, healing oil stimulates the
kidneys, relieves inflammation and destroys the germs which bsve caused it.
Go to your drurgiat today and get a
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. In twenty-fou- r
hours you
should feel health and vigor returning.
After you feel somewhat improved
continue to take one or two capsules
each day, so as to keep the
condition and ward off the danger of
other attacks.
Ask for the original Imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three siaes. Money refunded if they do not help you.
first-cla-

(U)
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PLAYED

JAZZ

English Band Indulged in Stunt Which
la Surely Something of an
Innovation.

The ultimate American sensation
has been reuched In England.
The
brassy jazz band has taken possession
of the land of Its nearest competitor,
the bagpipe, and Its Infectious jar and
din prevail far and wide. ,
A Jazz hand has been giving a performance near London at n Y. M. C. A.
hut, where It made a tremendous hit.
"Why not give the boys a treat at
?" said one of the officers, naming
a camp some "0 miles away.
"Couldn't get there lu time,"
the band leader.

12.00; packi1

1.75

pis,

;

$11.5012.25.
Cattle Choice and prime, $17.000
19.40; medium and Kood, Jll.0Ulti.75;
common, $8.60 11.00; lijiht weight,
good and choice, $U.0O18.85; common
and medium, $7.75 14.00; butcher cattle, heifers, $6.7514.60; cows, $6.65
12.75; canners and rutters, $5.506.65;
veal calves, $16.75 17.75; feeder steers,
$7.0013.25; stocker steers, $6.00
range steers, $7.75
10.75; western
15.50; cow
and heifers, $6.00 12.25.
Sheep Lambs, $12.50 16.65 ; culls
and common, $8.50 12.26; ewes, medium,
oud and choice, $6.758.50;
culls and common $3.00 6.50; breeding-, $6.7512.60.
.

ChleiiKO Produce..

Butter Creamery, BOW 65e.
Eggs Firsts, 55H57c;
ordinary
firsts, 5061c; at mark, cases included, SO if 55c; storage packed firsts, 69V4
t0c.
Poultry Alive, spring's, 23c; fowls,
16 24c.
I'otatoes Northern sacked and bulk
whites, $2.2602.50; Early Ohios, $2.85.

fash Grain In Chicago.
Chloapo. Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.374
01.31c No. 2 yellow, $ 1.38 Vi 1.8.
Oats No. 3 white, 6972c; standard
nominal:
Rye No. 2, $1.35.
Barley $1.25 1.38.
Timothy $8.5011.25.
,
Clover Nominal. ,
Pork Nominal.
"
Lard $27.35.

said

"What's the matter with the band
there?" suggested Leroy
the "Y" secretary.
Planes were tuned up, the jazzers
plied In, and In close formation, they
flew the 50 miles, playing as they
flying

went.

All-brlg-

London Mail.

Teddy Came First
Dernice was fond of Teddy, our
faithful old watch dog. One evening
when her 'mother had Informed her
that after dinner they were to visit a
friend, .she calmly exclaimed: "Oh, I

can't go; I have an 'polntment with
Teddy."

Exchange.

For a storage egg slogan, why not
'To the consumer belongs the spoiled?'
mmmemmamaammBe

M

't

Havop of

I

ing sows, smooth, $11. 75
ng- sows, rough, $11.25

AIRPLANE

IN

The
!.
Oiarming

Chtcag-o-

'

one-quart-

.$11.60(3 12.10

Lamb, fat, (food to ch
$1S.7514.50
fat, lair to (food... 12.001 12.50
12.00iy13.60
lamba, leúdela
00
8.004D
Vearllnaa
Kwn, fat, Kood to choice. t.OOdj) 7.00

recaer

High Buildings.
The five highest buildings are:
n
Wool worth building, 803 feet;
used by Germany, Rnvarin, .Switzertower, 700 feet; Singer buildland, llniiiswlck, Hanover, Wurttem-berg- , ing, 012 feet Municipal building, 582
Prussia, Saxony, 'Welnuir and feet, all In New York city; city hall,
Norway and France. According to a Philadelphia, 547 feet 11 Inches, and
French authority, Handel copied Ihe Ulra cathedral, tllm, Germany, 52S
time from a St. Cyr melody, the au- feet.
thorship of which Is claimed for
Lullle.
What Did She Mean?
EdithThis new hut I bought Is
It's the age of 'substitutes, nil right. perfect fright.
Oleo for the butter and the butter for
Mario I'm sure It becomes you,
lamb.
dear. Bostiui Transcript.
'

From All Over

QUOTATIONS

Qood

Countries Using "America."
Great Prltnin uses the air for "God
Save the King," and it has also been

Southwest News

MARKET

40,-00- 0

mond-Eurek-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

act.

Three Ntw Mexico 'counties have re- milted to Hie Stute Highway Commission sums jf money that, are to be expended by the commission upon roads
In the counties.
Torrance county
sends Sl.iicfl, to be applied on the
road.

sends

$1,000

county

Lima

to go on the

Demlng-Lordsbur-

g

road in Luna county. Lincoln county sends $215.2.1, to be used
In making repairs in Lincoln county on
road.
the Carrlzozo-Uoswel- l
It Is now assured that the1 Jerome
Grande Copper Company will be financed for an extended campaign of
Operations will be redevelopment.
sumed as soon as the Jerome-Prescoshort line Jilghway affords access to
the property, which will be about the
first of next year.
The total resources of all state and
national banks of Arizona amount to
$80,884,871.10,
according to figures
compiled by M. S. Stnnley, deputy state
auditor, These will be forwarded In
the form of a report to the comptrol- 'er of currency at Washington shortlj.
tt

has made this pure.healthful
thefavorite with,
thousands.
To make it?M,'Boil 15 minutes
after boiling begins. Add creara
table-drin- k

M

and sugar as desired.The flavor

a

coffeej
contains no caffeine

resembles

high-grad- e

but it
and is free fromxoffee.hanru
v No Ratee nríce
Hade by

PosruM

CesXaXB

Sold "by grocers, Two sizes.

Ctjxk.ííiqi.
15$. end

25

,

:.i

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TOO SHORT TO DO UP
AND STILL FALLING
A little "Danderine stops your hair
coming out and double
i

its beauty.

Í

HOT ALWAYS FAIR

A KANSAS WO'IAI?

Iicrvons.Weak

Run-dow- n

Kansas City, Kaas.:

Psychology Expert Decries Some
Popular Tests.

..f

(1)
Jt

I

Í

Wrong to Judge Character and Intelll.
gence by Meant of Handwriting
and Photographs, la Assertion
of Prominent Kantan.

.S
7
4

Á
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S

' W Li
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The French liner Veneula burning in
2 President C. M. Selph of the National Association
of Postmasters and the floral piece he presented to President Wilson with best wishes for his recovery. 3
President Poincare of France laying a wreath on foundation slone of big monument to be erected at St. Mihlel
in honor of the. American victory there.
,
1

ate measures are being framed that
would declare It a crime to Incite a
strike In coal mines. Senator

HEWS REVIEW OF

was especially severe In
his comment on the miners' demands,
and 'took the occasion to denounce
trade unionism under its present leadership as a "new autocracy" tending
toward bolshevism.

CURRENTEVEIJTS
Labor's Withdrawal From the
Industrial Conference in
Washington.

IY

the surface there Is little change
In the steel strike situation, but the
American Federation of , Labor and
some state labor associations, notably
that of Illinois, came out strong for
unlimited support of the strikers, both
morally and financially.
In the convention of the Illinois Federation of
Labor a general strike was advocated
in order to "stop the wheels of industry and bring Gary to his knees." The
labor leaders are planning to spread
the strike In various directions nnd
rejoiced at the action of the officials
of the railway brotherhoods giving the
workers permission to take such action as they may find necessary in
each district. This may mean the men
operating the lines Into steel plants
On

STAYS

Coal Miners Reject Offer and Prepare
to Strike Government May Operate Mines Senate Committee
Adopts Strong Reservations
to the Peace Treaty.
By EDWARD W. PICKARp.
After two weeks of discussion and
negotiation, the industrial conference
utmost disrupted
at Washington-wu- s
Wednesday by the withdrawal of the
labor delegation. Mr. (tampers led
his bloc out of the conference because
lis resolution on collective bargaining
was rejected. As he departed he declared the employers' group was
adopting exactly the position assumed
by the I. W. W. that workers should
not enter Into agreements with employers and that he had nothing further to submit. "You have defeated
labor In Its declaration here," he added, "but we will meet you again In
conference, and when we do meet you
there you will be glad to talk collective bargaining."
Spokesmen for the capital group denied the employers were opposed to
collective bargaining, but said the resolution submitted, If adopted, "would
go out to the world as a concession
on the part of the employers' group
that they recognize the necessity of
the unionization of all the industrial
establishments In the country and the
kind of collective bargaining that the
labor unions Insist upon as distinguished from other kinds."
The group representing the public
approved the resolution, and It was
beaten In the employers' group by only
on vote, hnt the rules of the conference require a unanimous vote for the
passage of any resolution. L. E. Shep-par- d
of the railroad conductors
charged that political motives inspired
the action of some of the delegates,
and to others It was apparent that the
steel strike Issues really were responsible for the attitude taken by the
mnjority of the capital group.
President Wilson, on his sick bed,
had dictated and signed a letter to the
members of the conference pleading
for continuance of the sessions until
a solution of Industrial relations was
reached, and this was read by Chairman Lane, but It did not have the desired effect on Gompers nnd his colleagues. At first It was thought their
withdrawal meant the breaking up of
the conference, but the members of
the public group said they would keep
on with their work, and President Wilson sent another letter asking that
this course be followed.

will quit work.
Last Wednesday was the last day on
which steel strikers could return to
their jobs and save their seniority and
pension rights, nnd many of them did
go buck to the mills.
The railroad workers of the country,
who are demanding increased wages,
time and a half overtime, the eight-hou- r
day, and changes In. working conditions, are preparing for a finish fight
with- the railroad administration, according to what Timothy Shea, chief
of the firemen, told the administration's board of working conditions.
Shea's data ,and claims were strongly
combated by A. O. Wharton, who left
the presidency of the railway employees, department of the American
Federation of Lnbor to become a
member of the board.

Director General Ilines put a sudden end to the strike of express drivers
In New York by threatening to fill
their places with troops, but efforts to
settle the longshoremen's strike there
were futile and the food shortage In
the metropolis grew worse dally with
prices soaring.
In order that there
should be no 'further delay In government work on transports and other
vessels, Secretary of War Baker sent
a large number of troops to the port
to take the places of strikers, and
the latter were warned that Interference with the soldiers would be met
with bullets. The troops, It was declared by the army officials, would
do only government work.
Although
some of the longshoremen's
locals
have voted to abandon the strike and
it Is disapproved by their International
officers, most of the men refuse to return to work unless they are given $1
an hour and $2 an hour for overtime.
The senate committee on foreign relations prepared the ground for the
final battle over the treaty with Germany by adopting 14 reservations and
a preamble to the resolution 'of ratification providing that America's ratification of the pact shall not be effective 'until the reservations have been
accepted by three of the four chief allied nations. Great Britain, France,
Italy nnd Japan.
The reservations, which Senator
Lodge said will be supported by a
majority In the senate, are framed to
accomplish the following:
To give the United States unqualified right of withdrawal from the
league upon notice by congress.
To .relieve the United States of
any obligation to preserve the territorial integrity or political Independence of any country under article X
or to go to war under any article unless congress so decides by act or Joint

The failure, so far, of the Industrial
to sccomnllsh anything la
disappointing enough, but public attention is center-- d just now on another
labor trouble that Is imminent the
threatened strike of soft coal miners
which Is set for November 1. Secretary of Labor Wilson has been working despentely to avert this, nnd made
a proposal that would grant the n.Iners
an Increased wage, but that ignored
(heir demand for a
week. The
miners' committee formal.lv relected
this offer, though It was thought the
operators would agree to It. and the
leaders of the miners left Washington
resolution.
nt once to prepare for the struggle.
To provide that no mnndate may he
The territory Involved is the "central
accepted by the United Slates excompetitive district," Including western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and cept by express authorization of conconference

Illinois.

Secretary Wilson and the other government officials directly Involved In
this nmlter did not announce their
plans for the future, but they hnve Intimated that if necessary, in order to
Insure n supnly of coal to consumers,
the mines will be kept open and operated by the government, with troops
on guard. Congress also may intervene If the efforts of the government
fail. Already In both house and seu- -

Adv.

Tough.
"Things can never be the same."
"What has your husband done?"
"Used a can opener on my first pie?"

To remove the United States from
any obligation to contribute to the
league's expenses unless congress authorizes such appropriation.
To reserve the right of the'United II Yon Heed
States to decide for itself the size of
Its armament.
To reserve" the right of the United
States to refrain from entering into
the economic boycott provided for In
urtlcle 10 of the league covenant.
To Invalidate any act of the league
In so far as It affects the United
States, unless the American representative on the league council or assembly has been confirmed by the senate.
To protect the rights of American
citizens under the articles of the treaty dealing with debts and property.
To relieve the United States- of any
obligation to assume trusteeship for
any of the German overseas possessions surrendered to the allied and
ussoclated powers.
To reserve the right of the United
States to refuse to submit to the
league any question affecting the vital
Interests and national honor of the
United States.
Senator Hitchcock, speaking for the
proponents of the treaty as jt stands,
said the reservations were utterly
and that 40 Democrats would
vote against ratification with such
conditions. The preamble he considered especially objectionable.
Bringing tip unexpected

the defense of Petrograd, the

bolshev-

ik! succeeded In postponing the fall
of that city, though their officials
moved to Moscow with all their records. At latest reports, the troops of
the Russian northwest army Veré but
a few miles' from Petrograd and the
fighting was severe. It is known that
General Yudenitch's men are not well
equipped, and they are not numerous;
therefore the Finns are expecting that
he will reconsider his refusal to accept the help they offered him some
time ago. In the Volga region General
Deniklne claimed to have defeated the
bolshevikl near Kampshln,
but the
soviet government
announced
that
Denlkine's advance on Moscow from
the south had been definitely stopped.
According to the British admiralty,
the story of the bombardment and
capture of Kronstadt by British naval
forces was untrue; but last week a
message from Helsingfors said French
warships had been shelling the fortress for several days. Two bolshevik
torpedo boat destroyers attacked British and Estimulan vessels in the Gulf
of Finland and were promptly sunk.
The Letts continued their strugggle
for the possession of Riga with the
Germans, who are under the command
of Col.
since Von der
Goltz quit. The Germans claim to be
carrying on their campaign against
the bolshevikl and to have offered an
armistice to the Letts. They have
been Joined by an entire regiment that
had been stationed at Thorn to guard
the Germano-Pollsfrontier.
Avaloff-Bermon-

h

The American mission to Armenia
under Major General Harbord arrived
at Constantinople after a strenuous
trip In the course of which the members, except IJarbord. were captured
by Kurds and held prisoners for several hours. Correspondents who have
Interviewed
the commissioners say
most of them are opposed to America's
accepting a mandate for Armenia or
any other part of the former Turkish
empire unless the other powers first
pledge themselves to a policy of hands
-

off.

.

gress.
To protect

approves.

The French
military authorities
have unearthed a great conspiracy In
e
having for Its object
the establishment of an autonomous
republic. The leader has confessed It
was financed by Germans and that a
relative of Bethmann-IIollwewas the
Intermediary between the Berlin fori
eign offlte and the conspirators.
Alsace-Lorrain-

g
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Hare you ever stopped to reaion why
if that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did sot fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to
medicine.
A medicinal preparation that hat real
Curative value almost tells itself, at like
an endlett chain tyttem the remedy it
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it,
A prominent druggist aayt "Take for
example' Dr. Kilmer's ' Swamp-Rooa
preparation I have told for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every cate it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy bat to large a
tale."
According
to sworn ttatementi and
verified testimony of thousandi who have
nsed the preparation, the success oí Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
it due to the fact,
to many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments ; corrects urinary troubles and neutralize! the uric
acid which causet rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcela Pott. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention tb.it
paper. Large and medium tiza bottlet
strength to for tale at all drug stores. Adv.

Premier Lloyd George found himself
up against another "crisis" almost Immediately after the opening of parliament. B.v an unexpected shift of the
line-uthe government was defeated
on a minor amendment to a pending
measure. But because only about half
the members were present It was believed the cabinet would not consider
it necessary to resign, as Is customary
when It finds itself outvoted.

the sovereignty of the
United States over domestic questions.
To. guard the Monroe doctrine by
declaring It outside the jurisdiction of
the league.
To declare the dissent of the United
States from the Shantung settlement.
To protect American exports to Germany from interference by the reparations commission unless congress

two-third- s

To stop falling hair at once nnd rid
the scalp of every particle of dandruff,
get a small bottle of delightful "Danderine" at any drug or toilet counter
for a few cents, pour a little In your
hand and rub it Into the scnlp. After
several applications the hair usually
stops coming out and you can't find
any dandruff. Help your hair to grow
strong, thick and long and become soft,
glossy and twice us beautiful and abundant.

Judging character and Intelligence
by means of photographs and handwriting Is a senseless custom, In the
opinion of Dr. J. C. Peterson, assistant
professor of psychology la the Kansas
State Agricultural college.
Even
though the custom Is maintained by
at least
of school boards, a
large number of employment agencies,
and many leading universities, It has
no basis of proven accuracy as an excuse for its use, according to Doctor

it

t,

Peterson.
Persons applying for teaching positions or for fellowships In colleges
are almost always required to submit
applications In their own handwriting
and to send photographs with the applications.
"Too often," says Doctor Peterson,
"a pleasant smile and clear; regular
penmanship outweigh years of experience and testimonials of scholarship.
" A belief In the claims set forth by

M

mm7t

"I found Dr.
Pierce's modipiiiM
a wonderful help to
me during middla
life. At that time I
became all rundown, nervous and
was weak. I would

have smothering
and dissy spells to
bad that I could
not stand up and
my back would
ache terribly all the
time. I took both
Dr. Pierce't Favor-VÍ- -'
Itc Proscription and

Discovery' and these medicines built
me up, gave me strength, and bromtht me
through the change in the best of health. I
am glad to recommend Dr. Pierce't medicines, for I know they are good."-MKGEORGE JACOBS, it. Route 3.
IiiflJ

3.

Bushong, Kans.: "I am the mother of
four children and from my experience with
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription I fully
appreciate its value and can highly recommend It to prospective mothers as it helps
to alleviate one's suffering.
During my
first expectancy 1 suffered untold paint, to
the second time I wat determined that I
would avail myself of tome meant to lessen
the agony, and I can say without any hesitation that the 'Favorite Prescription'
carried me through that trying time with all
the desired ease and comfort. Later on.
however, I made a erievout mistake in
believing that I oould dispense with the
Favorite Prescription' during motherhood
and I did to to my sorrow. It will always
be my stand-b- y hereafter.
"I hope that through this statement
some other woman may be relieved of the
dread of motherhood." MRS. V. W.
ROWLEY, Route 1.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription b a
remedy that any ailing woman can safely take because it is prepared
from roots and herbs containing tonic properties of the most pronounced character.
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel.
Buffalo, N. Y., for trial package of any ol

exhandwriting and feature-readin- g
perts has become widespread. And no
one will deny that a few persons of
more than ordinary Insight have been
most successful In determining character and mental endowments by a
study of features and handwriting. But
these experts have not been able to uis medicines.
explain their methods so that others,
less gifted, could follow them and obtain satisfactory results.
"Twelve children, ranging from the
to those of superior Intelligence, were tested for mentality
by the psychology department of the
Ohio State university. Photographs Aoid-Ofomo- Gh
of the children were then submitted to
d

Caused by

63 Judges, among whom were physicians, psychologists, teachers, college
students, and business men and women.
J'Vhen the estimated Intelligence reports were compared with the actual
mentality determined by the mental
tests, it was found that they did not
correspond.
One girl who was an Inmate of an Institution for the feeble-mine- d
was Judged by most to be of
superior Intelligence, while a boy who
uas really superior was Judged to be
on the border line of
s.

That bitter heartburn, belchlnc,
lndltrstlon, bloat after fatingall are cauaed by
But they
are only first symptoms danger alcnals to
warn you of awful trouble! If not stopped.
Headache, blllouaneas, rheumatism, sciatica,
that tired, listless feellns, lack of enersy,
diialneaa, Insomnia, even cancer and ulcers
of the Intestines and many other ailments
are traceable to
Thousands yes, millions of people who
rusht to be well and it ron ara mere weak-'ina-- a
because of
They really
starve In the midst of plenty because they
do not set enough strength and vitality from
the food they rat.
Take BATON1C and give your stomach a
chance to do Us work right. Make It strong,
cool, sweet and comfortable.
BATONIC
brings quick relief for heartburn, belching.
Indigestion and other stomach miseries. Improves digestion helps you get full strength
from your food. Thousands say EATONIC
Is the most wonderful
stomach remedy In
the world. Brought hem relief when svsry-tnln- g
else failed.
Our best testimonial ts what EATONIC
will do for you. So get a big 60c box of
EATONIC today from your drugglat, uae It
five days ir you're not pleased, return It
and get your money back.

ATOMIC
F
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By Dyeing
Your
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"OLD KENTUCKY
five-pou-

high-pitche- d

1

waste-clogge-

& Co., Toledo,

Ohio.

There In Profusion.
Their Best.
Don't pay any attention to the disMary had been promised a visit to
Edna Isn't It a lovely sunset?
agreeable things people say about you a certain camp, which was In an
American Not bad for a little place
If they re not true. .
town. The promise was ful- like Knglaml.
Mary,
on
filled one pleasant day and
Nowadays one can't even be sure tiptoe with excitement, started on the
The high road to happiness: Never
n
that stntlonnry engineer won't walk. trip. Each time a soldier appeared
sny a word that hurts another.
"Oh,
see
the khaki
she exclaimed:
boy."
But when the camp was at
Doep-Soate- d
length reached Mary had nothing to
develo? serious complications If neglected.
say. Her mother, noticing this, asked
remedy that
Uae an old and
H H t
has given satisfaction fee more tkan fifty years
her why she did not talk about them.
Drawing a long sigh, Mary exclaimed:
"Oh, mother there is a whole forenoon full of them."
-.

mm

pYour Eyes
tee
Clean Clear Healths
rito far frse tys Oar Beak Murine Ca.Chlcata.uia,

.

lEARTOünn.

weak-minde-

"Handwriting tests have shown
largely the same results. Handwriting experts are almost unanimous In
the opinion that pride and ambition
are shown In an upward slanting of
lines; that bashfulness Is Indicated by
fine lines; force, by heavy lines and
Point of View.
heavy bars on t's; perseverance, by
"Has our client a good case?"
long bars on t's ; reserve by closed o's
L?ORYOpJt AOTOMACg)
"Good for several thousand dollars."
and a's, etc., and that lack of these
Pittsburgh Dispatch.
qualities Is Indicated by a lack of the
corresponding characteristics In penmanship.
"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
gig
"Holding that a person'" traitt of S3
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
by
determined
be
can
best
character
combined Judgment of many acRemove poisons the
Look at tongue I
Old
psychologists of the Uniquaintances,
J
from stomach, liver' and
of Wisconsin Judged 17 stuversity
bowels.
dents of the university, ranking each
according to the degree of each trait
Specimens of handwriting, The Model Cleaners and Dyers
possessed.
all written under the same conditions, 1317 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.
were then secured. These were carefully measured and graded, and the
result compared with the ranking If you like old fashioned leaf TOBACCO
previously given. There was no appre- like they use "back home" tend us
12.00 for
carton sent prepaid.
ciable correlation."
One pound prepaid, 60 cents,
five
pounds prepaid, $2.00.
Send bank draft, money order or your
The Joy of Living.
personal check.
Old Kentucky Tobacco Aaaorlatloa,
With all my heart I believe in the
Water Valley, Kesttucky.
Joy of living; but those who achieve
Have
Dead Relatives' or soldier's piclour
Itself,
end
In
it do not teek it as an
tures enlarged and neatly framed. Likeness
(loods sent by parcel post.
but as a seized and prized Incident guaranteed.
of hard work well done and of risk Write Tyler Mutllns. Big Stone Uap, Va.
Accept "California" Syrup of Figs and danger never wantonly courted,
Dangerous Suggestion.
only look for the name California on but never shirked when duty com"What a
voice your
the package, then you are sure your mands that they be faced. And those baby has in Its cries."
reJoy,
earnejd
are
but
child Is having the best and most barm-les- s who have
"For heaven's sake, don't sny that
laxative or physic for the little warded only with sorrow, must learn outside or we may get Into trouble
Children the stern comfort dear to great souls, over Its high bawls."
stomach, liver and bowels.
Full the comfort that springs from the
love Its delicious fruity taste.
directions for child's dose on each bot- knowledge taught In times of Iron
that the law of worthy living la not
tle. Give It without fear.
fulfilled by pleasure, but by service
Mother Ion must say "California."
and by sacrifice when only thereby can
Adv.
"KILL-JOYS"
service be rendered Theodore Roose-yel- t.
There iso't anything else the country Is short of or we would have heard
Constipation, Headache),
about It.
Cant Lose It
Adolph Tandler, symphony orchesColds, Biliousness ended
Many men gat ahead by Inducing tra leader, was commenting on the dewith "Cascareis"
other men to put their shoulders to mand that music by German composers should not be played.
the wheel.
"There is so much music that la GerNothing takes the Joy out of life
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas man, that I doubt if It can be done," quicker than a disordered liver or
County as.
d
bowels. Don't stay sick,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he It he remarked, and added, with a laugh,
senior partner of the Arm of F. J. Cheney "besides, they tell me that they are bilious, headachy, constipated. Remove
& Co., doing business in the City of Topeace conference, or, at the liver and bowel poison which is
ledo, County and State aforesaid, and that using It at the
least, that is the claim of a certain keeping your head dizzy, your tongue
said Arm will pay the turn of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh German musician I used to know.
coated, your breath bad and stomach
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
"This German, after listening to the sour. Why not spend a few cents for a
FRANK J. CHENEY.
the
Sworn to before me and subscribed In uproarious discord attending the peace box of Cascareis and enjoy
my presence, this 6th day of December,
you
nicest, gentlest laxative-catharti- c
celebration, cried :
A. D. 1SS6.
" 'Ha ! Observe that in order to cele- ever experienced? Cascarets never
(Seal) A. W, Gleason, Notary Public.
' HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is tak-e- n
brate they have to raise to the Wag- gripe, sicken or Inconvenience one like
Internally and acts through the Blood
Salts, Oil, Calomel or harsh pills. They
nerian style of music!'"
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
work while you sleep. Adv.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio.
F. J. Cheney
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postoffice in Roy, New

320 ACRES PRAIRIE LAND 4 ML
FROM ROY, N. M., ABOUT 300 AC'
RES PLOW-LANSOJL. REDDISlf
SANDY LOA!, WILL NOT BLOW,
60 ACRES BROKE AND READY
FOR THE DRILL
.HOUSE
AND OTHER BUILDINGS, FENCED
AND
This land produced ever $40 worth
of wheat per acre this year. Can be
had at 18.00 per acre.
Deal only with the Owner,
BOX 161, ROY, N, MEX.

Kodak Finishing: I am now pre
lme their
pared
to do all kinds, mail them
are three
to L. E. Deubler

.

FOR SALE Six good young cows
Cleaning and- Pressing
all with calves at side, price $80.00
milk reasonable prices.
around. Also two
cows, 5 month calves with each. Milk
Elkins
cows are exceptionally good, well
broke, never had calves to suck, price
$130.00 each. See or write
FOR SALE
PAUL KINGSBURY,

at

three-year-ol- d

LOOK

High
40 head of Kansas-Breheifers for
Grade Short-Hor- n
sale. Roans and Reds, most of
them bred to registered Short-Mor- n
See them at my
bull.
farm 4 miles north of Solano.
J. H. White, Roy, N. M. R 1

t

A big block of
WANTED:
land to disc, plow or drill by the
e
Good
acre or day.
team, can put on two teams.
Write what you want and
wages you will pay to D. P.
Upton, Dawson, N. M.

d.

four-hors-

John H. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M.

Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel

Springer, will be in

stock

Samson
Windmills
bearings,

Auto and tractor

Call early and let us examine
Main Business District
your teeth. NO CHARGE
Tourists and Land-SeekeFOR CONSULTATION.
Will find this the right place.
Office at Kitchell Hotel
rs

oil-

Because it is the largest, strongest and best
'
bank in Mora County.
k

Second

Because it is progressive,
respect and aggressive.

ROY,

.

Fifth
Sixth

t

A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,.
Mosquero, N. MI

,i

-

Homestead Matters attended to,.

Publications,

Filings- -

Final

Proofs. Legal Papers drawn

dp
Í5í

ar acknowledgements taken.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
The Ford Motor Company have instructed us to sell the genuine Ford Parts to
any and every reliable Garage who will
pledge their use in the repair of Ford
cars. The genuine Ford Parts are absolutely necessary to the owner of Ford cars
that he may get full service from his car.
We carry them and so, we hope,, in a short
time will every reliable Garage. We solicit
your service business because we have the
Ford Methods, the Ford Parts, the Ford
Mechanics, the Ford prices' ! Incidentally
would be glad to?get your order for one, or
more Ford Cars.

fñl

Mra. J.'.P. Reynolds

Roy, N. M,

I Teacher

If you have wheat for sate see
John H.Moore&Co. Roy N,M.fl

of Piano
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position to
Because through its connections it is in
handle your business whether large or small.
you be a
Because its condition is healthy and if
ready
and
a depositor your money is always
cheerfully paid over to you.

1u

-

in evey

banking
Because it is managed by rr.en ripe in
always
and
experience, who have stood the test
'made good".
small, is
Because your business, be it large' or
confidence.
strict
in
held
appreciated and always

Fourth

New Mexico?

Wind mili, Well casing
pumps and cylinders. Gas
Try the new
pipe,

First

Third

LIBERTY
GARAGE

tanks

one block from the
Óepot. in thej

Roy Dec. 8 to 14,

SAVINGS BANK

SECOND-HAN- D

Farm Wagons &

Roller
E. Las Vegas, N.M.
SELF OILIKTG
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,

D.S.of

D.

.

For

P. & O. Farm

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

H. S. Murdoch

and

FORDS
FOR SALE AT A BARGAINS

Under new Management

DENTIST

ROY TRUST

Fords

El Dorado Hotel

If you have wheat for sale see

The

Baiim Bros

beds,

reasons why you should do your banking
business with

Good

'oras

Implements

good work mules and one
mare, also a mower ' and rake.
E. F. Ivey
3

Mosquero, N. M.

Dally Thought
Many a man's tongue shakes out Rf
master's undoing. Shakespeare.

CROSS-FENCE-

Complete Index to All Lands
Per Tear
and
Town Property in Mora
matter at tht
Connty.
Mexico

Jap Babies
Jnpnnese elrl babies
heads shaved until they
years old.

JI

FOR SALE

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

an

AKSa-ATTSia-

Í

'
.

J

!
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fess

C. B. Stubblefield Co.

..

INCORPORATED
,,

ROY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

Your Own UnitedtStates
1

MEN and TEAMS
NOTICE
Cattle Dipping at the Heimann Wanted to head cañe in field and
Bros ranch 14 miles east of Roy shuck corn. Will pay 10c per
Anyone bushel and board. The corn
Nov. 2, 3,. and 4th.
Rocque Reeder1
can do so and
wishing
Roy, N. M.
arrange for dates.
Keeping
Twine.
M.
Roy,
N.
Bros,
Heimann

t
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Your Own Red Cross

Instead of niiikln;; a

Imll of twlno,
tt on oiip of tlm little wooden
100 acres ,omnos Ruf.i,
,,,mt, ou ackaes mwi
fine COndlíi twng tills on a hook.

To Rent on Shares;
nf tmnd whpat land in
tion and ready to be prepare- and sown now. W, H. GuthmaR
Roy.N, M.
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summons every citizen to respond
?Ap- with a Hart ánd a Dollar to meet
numaniiy a pcavc-- ui
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Dunittimt of tin cans
from town on the highway adjoining
my farm I strictly forbid and will
punish any person caught doing it.

.f
-

A. FATKK.KS,

Postponed Sale
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Dressmaking
Plain Sewing
vr.

v.

Miss
s

Share
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J. M, George has decided
to POSTPONE his sale untill
next month when people are
not so busy. No one has the
time to attend sales now.

-

Wear It

KOy W. M.

November 2 to 11, 1919J'
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FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
C. B. STUBBLEFIELÜ COMPANY
ROBERTS & OLVER

-

Mrs. I. C. DODGE,
ETTA HORN BAKER.

Dandy Heavy Horse Team, 6 and 8
years old, good condition also nice
team at a bargain and on
any terms to suit purchaser.
LONtíY DE WEESE,
Mosquero, N. M.

."r;

No Worc)o Wasted.
The shortest review of a hook that
we iave heard of was that published
In an American pnper recently., After
mentioning the title, the author, and
publisher, It passed judgment lu the
enc word, "Shake."

roll

LODGE DIRECTORY

...
G.v .......
ranees sa ana

tin satur- -

.

,

days of month
F. S. Brown, W. M.
laviN Ogden, Secv..
All Masons welcome.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday;

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-com-

e.

'
.

E. J,

Floersheim, N.

Wm, G.

G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah5 Degree

A

i

Y. LODGE No. 24
Meéts 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. 0. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees." N. G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

HAKMUJN

Visiting Sisters welcome

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Photos
For farm views see- '

AUCTIONEER!.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

L. E. Deubler

September

24,

Col. F.O. White
the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Offer
.

and

i

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe-- i necessities furnished if desired.

S. Commissioner,
at Roy, New
Mexico, oa the 19th day of November, 1919.
Claimant name3 as witnesses-- :
Henry Fair, G. G. Leich, James
Sansbury, Frank Aldeis, all of Roy,
Mew Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Real Estate

to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Re
ceiver, at Clayton, New Mexico, on
the 17th day of November, 1919.

Insurance
n

at Public Auction a)
my farm U miles northeast of
Pleasant View School house on
I will offer

Thurs Nov 6, 1919
Sale to commence

at

o'clock.

10

S. Land
Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Martha
L. Malone, of Rosebud, Union Co., N.
M., who on April 6th, 1916, made H.
tí. No. 021989, for SW Í4 ; Sec. 13, and
,
NWH: bee. 24, Two. 1VN., Kng.
N. M. P. M., has hied notice oi inten
tion to make Final Ihree Year Proof
to establish clai:n to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S,
Commissioner, at his office in Koy, N.
M., on the 14tn day of November, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. H. Pryor, O. J. Kershner, J. A.
Bell, John Ü, Davis, all or Kosebud
New Mexico, ,
VA.lt V ALiViiKDJi,

25 Dairy Cows
Aged from 2 to 6 yrs, all good
milch cows and all good grades.
Some of these cows will be fresh
before Jan 1st. 1 White Face
bul!

at

31-.-

;

FARM MACHINERY

w

20-di- sc

w

60-too- th

OF SALE

months time without interest.
If not paid when due 8 per cent
interest to Nov. 1, 1920 and 12
per cent interest thereafter until
paid. 10 per cent discount for
cash on sums over $10 if paid on
day of sale. $10 and under cash
No property to be removed until
q ettled for. Turchaser to give
bankable note or approved se'
curity

NOTICE

R. W. Boulware &
Sons,

Owners

COL. F. O. WHITE,
Auct., Roy, N. M.
Schultz & Johnson

Clerks
Dinner served bv Ladies Aid of
the Christian Church.

10

o'clock

5 Milch Cows

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Offlce at Clayton, New Mexico,
AUKUat 3uth, ial9
Notice is hereby given that Vester
Leach, of Gladstone, New Mexico, wno,
on octooer KlBt. ls14, made Amend
ed Homestead Application, No. 018531,
for SMj SWV. oVz bbft, aec, it
NEK, Section 23,
NWK,
N
TownshiD 25 N. Ranee 28 E.. N. M.
P. ivienaian. has tiled notice of inten
tion to make Final, Five Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land abovt
described, before John N. Karn, U.
S. Commissioner, at Des ' Moines, N.
Mexico, on the 15th ' day Of Novem
ber, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George Goodyear, Frank James,
K. Luthy, McNeal all, oí Gladstone,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register,

1

if

Span mules 7&8 yrs 2,000 lbs,
Grey mare 5yrs wt 1100 Bay
mare 5yrs 1000 lbs, Sorrel mare
3yrs 90011m, Bay horse 2yrs 9C0
lbs, 2 Yearling colts extra good.

'

íiSHO W YOUR SPIRITi'

"JOIN"
Third Red Cross Roll Call
November 2 tóll, 1919
This space contributed by

ROY TRADING COMPANY

FOR PUBLICATION

3 $C

Col. George E Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

.

Competent ClerK furnished if desiraJ
obW-gatio-

1919.

September. 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given tha'; James
C. Hoskins, of Roy, Mora Co., N. m..
ho on September 6, 19115, made n. u
No. 023004 for SEVi Sec. 14, Twp. 20
N., Rng. 29E., N. M. P: M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his

on tha mn (lav
office at Roy,
of November, 1919.
and
Buggy
Hay
frame,
Wagon,
(Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, of Bueyeros, N. M
harness, Set. leather harness, C. Canuto
O. Hoskins, of Roy, N. M., John
hog
3
tons
Set chain harness,
Gallager, Roy, N. M., Uavid C. uauaru
.
millet, New Sharpless cream Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
'
separator cap'y 500 lbs.
Register
GOODS

NOTICE

and other articles to numerous to

mention.

TERMS OF SALE 12 Months time
without interest if paid when due; If
not paid when due to draw 12 per
cent interest from date until paid; purchaser giving bankable note or approved security. ?10 and under cash;
over
12 per cent discount on sums
until
10. No property to be removed
settled for.

Virgil Haltom,
Owners

George E Cochrane. Auctioneer
E; G. Parks, CI ark
LUNCH AT NOON
Bring your own Drinking Cup

Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.

Farm Sales a f pec'a'ty,

take
Keasonable terms. Am a notary and e
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your
My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
See me and get my tercis and dates
Dates made
before deciding about your sale.
office.
n
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

--

The Roy Dma Store
t

M. P. GIBBS, Proprietor,

,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Suntomhtr. 18. 1919.
Notice is hereby given that George
W. Angel, of David, Union co.. in. m.,
Who on April 17. 1916, and add'l June

2L

Fairview Pharmacy

FARM MACHINERY

HOUSEHOLD

wiWMmiL

i'Ui ""

I.'

d

Horses and Mules

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

ia.,

intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
AeaoriheA. hefore F. II. Foster
ohm-

News

Stand,;DAILY;pAPE

MAGAZINES

U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day oi jno
1919.

floimoTif narrias na witnesses:
E. C. Gale, J. H. Angel, F. Weir and
Cole Weir, all of Uavid, n. m.
PA7. VALVERDE.
'J:

Register.

"1

E,

d

'j,

'

f

mn,lo H v.. No. 0219.19. and
oí
No.' 026G86, for Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 6
ivng.
and NWV Sec,, b, xwp.
31E., N M. P. M., has filed notice of
1Q1

vember,

NE,

,

America

Here Service

mm

f. Meriutan. hs.i tiled notice ot inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S
Commissioner, at his office at Koy
New Mexico, on the 15th day of Hovember,

First Aid

Need

Roan Durham' cow 8 Claimant names as witnesses:
George Angle, Ross Gale, Frank
yrs old. 4 gal. calf at side, Red Weir, Frank St. 1'etter, all oi koscDurham cow 4 yrs 4 gal, calf at bud, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
side, Red Durham cow 5 yrs calf
Register,
at side, W. F. cow 5 yrs 31 gab
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
calf at side. Thorobred Jersey Department of the Interior, U, S. Land
bulllyr-ol- d
Ollice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Full-Bloo-

Spirit of

ar

Public Sale

Sale to commence at

Is the

Disaster Relief

Everyone's

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Onice at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
' Notice is hereby given that Mrs
Nellie Morton, widow and heir of
....I will offer at Public Auction at my Oscar Morton, deceased, of Rosebud,
Union County, New Mexico, who, or
I will offer at public auction August 14, 1916, made Homestead En
No. 022230 and who on April
at my farm 5i miles north of trys 1918,
an addl. ino. vzwn, 101
lb,
R.R.
of
side
the
west
Roy on the
Section 7. NWV4 ! Section 8
NE:
Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. M,
track, 3Í south of Mills on

Tues Nov. 4, 1919

k

Health

Register,

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Pélíc

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mex
New Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
New
September, 18, 191.
New
Notice is hereby given that Felip
Mexico.
.
Padia. of Gallegos, New Mexico, who,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. on September 9, 1916, made Homestead entry, No. 023038, for the SEV
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SW4, SecNH SWH; SE
Range 30
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land tion 26, Township 17 N., filed
notice
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Omce at Clayton, New .Mexico,
of intention to make Three year final
September 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby eiven that Abran Proof, to establish claim to the land
Casados, of Gallegos, New Mexico, above described, before W. IL Willcox,
who, on October 10, 1916, made Home- U. S. Commissioner, at his omce at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 3rd day of
stead Entry, No. 021145, for SE
and NE14 SEy. November, 1919.
NW1, SH
Claimant names as witnesses: .
Section 29. Township 17 N., Range
Cordova, Zacarillas Cordo- Demetro
31 East, New Mexico Meridian, has
rr
I
am.
I.
eancnez,
va.
waiauno ini- Trinidad
mane
to
nnai
hied notice of intention
three-yeProof, to establish claim jillo, all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
l'Ali VAL VHiKUij,
to the land above described, before
Register.
Register and Receiver, at Clayton,
New Mexico, on the 15th day of No
vember, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleotiatria Travis. Tomas L. Travis, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Marcelino Padilla and Felipe Padilla
Office at Clayton, new Mexico,
all, of Gallegos.New Mexico.
September 24, 1919.
YAL 'V AljVCtviJCj,
Notice is hereby given that Simona
Register. Gonzales, of Mosquero, New Mexico,
who, on August 21, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 022806, for the EH
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
Section 25,
(or lota
18 N., Range 28 E., N. M.
Township
S.
Land
Department of the Interior, U.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenOmce at Clayton, iNew Mexico,
tion to make Three year final Proof,
September 24, 1919.
claim to the land above
Notice is hereby given that Yadie E. to establish
W. H. Wilcox, U.
Mc Gaha. formerly Yadie E. Anderson, described, before
his omce at Koy,
at
Commissioner,
S.
of Gallegos, N. M., who, on March
Mexico, on the 12th day of No3, 1916, made Homestead Application, New
1919.
, ,
Section 14, I own-shi- p vember,
No. 021776, for S
Claimant names as witnesses:
17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P.
Pacheco,
Ysac
Isidro Montoya,
Meridinn, has filed notice of intention
y Conzaies, an oi
to make Final Three Year Pi;oof, to Andres Pacheco Mexico.
New
establish claim to the land above de- Mosquero,
PAZ VALVERDE,
scribed. before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Register.
...
Commissioner, at Mosquero, N. M., on
the 12th day of November, 1919.
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rockwell,
Joe
W.A.
B.Anderson,
Job
Keiser, Miss Helen Reiser, all of Gal- - Department of the Interior, United
legos, New Mexico.
States Land Office. Clayton. N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Oct. 1, 1919
Register.
'
6562
No.
Contest
To William O. Conner, of TucumcarL
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
You
Ccntestec:
N.M.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land are hereby notified that Jose Abran
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Vargas, who gives Roy, New Mexico
September 24, 1919.
adilress.did on Sept 11
as his post-off- ic
Notice is hereby given that Andres
his duly corrobo-rntcPacheco y Gonzales, of Mosquero, New 1919, file in this office
snd secure
contest
to
1916,
21,
application
made
August
on
Mexico, who,
Entry, No. 022809, for (he cancellation of your H. E. Serial
Homestead
NEVi; WVá SE ',4 (or lots No, 022015 made March 8, 1919, for i,
the W
Section 25. Township 18
& SKJ
SW1-NENEl-SW- J
N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
NMPM.
n.
25E,
19N,
T.
to
makt Sec. 34,
has filed notice of intention
Three year final Proof, to establish and as grounds for hi 8 contest alleges
claim to the land above described, be-.- that said William O.Conner has wholH. Willcox. U. S. Commission
his said homestead ener, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, ly abandoned
than six months
more
on the 15th day ot jNovemoer, lviv. try for
Baul
fM.nmnnt names as witnesses:
abandonment
that
and
past
last
Isidro Montova. Ysac Pacheco, Si and absence was not due to the entry-man- .s
mona Gonzales, Santiago Martinez, all
employment in any Military
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
rine Service of
service or Naval or
fA&
Register. the United States.
further notified
You are, therefoi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
:is will be taken
said allega
the
that
irior, U. S. Land by this office as ha g been confessDepartment of the
on. " w Mexico,
Office at f'
dd entry will be
ed by you, and you
ember 2. '919.
ithout your fur
thereundf
cancelled
t.lirt Job B.
d is hereby giv
ML,
who. ther rieht to be heard therein, either
Anderson, of Gallegos,
omestead before this office or on appeal, if you
on March 3, 1916., made
Entry, No. 021777, for EVi, Section fail to file in this office within twenty
33, Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. days after the FOURTH publication of
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of this notice, as shown below, your an
intention to make Three Year Proof, swer, under oath, specifically meeting
to establish claim to the land above and responding to these allegations or
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. contest, or if you fail within that time
Commissioner, at Mosquero, N. M.,
office due proof that you
on the 12th day of November, 1919. to file in this
copy of your answer
a
served
have
witnesses:
as
Claimant names
W. A. Rockwell. Yadie Mc Gaha, on the said contestant either in perKoe Keiser, Miss Helen Keiser all, son or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
copy of your answer to the contestRegister. ant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of tho copy, showing the date of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land its receipt, or the affidavit of the perOffice at Clayton, JNew Mexico,
son by whom the delivery was made
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby eiven that William stating when and where the copy was
E. Baker, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who delivered; if made by registered mail,
on August 11, 1916, made H. E. No. proof of such service must consist of
022C51, for SH Sec. 1, Twp. 19N., the affidavit of the person by whom
Rng. 25E., N. M. . M., has tiled no- the copy was mailed stating when and
tice of intention to make Final Three the postoffice to which it was mailed,
Year Proof to ítablish claim to the and this affidavit must be accompanied
land above described before F. HFos-ter- , by the postmaster's receipt for the
U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 13th day of No letter.
'
You should State in your answer the
vember, 1919.
name of the postoffice to which you
Claimant names as witnesses:
G,
A. M. Davennort, A. Patricks, G.
desire future notices to be sent to you.
Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NW;

Service

VALVERDE,

6

.

Need

notice ot intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
tana above described, before i . H. r os
ter, U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, si. M., on the 13th day of No
vember, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
V. H. JPrvor. O. J. ftushner, J. A
Bell, John B. Davis, all of Rosebud,
New Mexico.
PAZ

WarM

Humanity's

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. R. Bradley, of Solano. New
ico, Clarence Driskill, of Solano,
Mexico, Ralph Hazen, of Solano,
Mexico, T. J. Heimann, oi Koy,

FHshing the

Mexico, who on March 3, 1916, made
H. E. No. 021779. for Lots 1, I, 3, 4,
and SVi NEK, SV4 NWVi Sec. 3, Twp.
17N. Kng. Sit.. N. M. P. M., has tiled

mention.
TERMS

vember,

Register,

Department of the Interior, U. S'. Land
Aged from sucklings to 10 yrs,
Uihce at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Some extra good work horses
Notice is hereby given that James.
1000 to 1200 lbs
L. Malone, of Rosebud, Union Co., New

McC grain binder. 1 McC Mower
4HP gasoline, 4l4in Moldboard
harrow,
riding plow,
'
cultivator, No. 4 Owens
bean harvesbean puller,
harrow,
drill,
well
ter,
DeLaval
lister,
rack,
wagon
16ft
No. 12 cream separator, and
other articles too numerous , to

ONE

In Red Cross Membership
Is Invested in

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

16 Head Horses

K

FOR PUBLICATION

,

Department of the Interior, U.
Onice

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S". Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Unice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Abran Casados, Tomas L. Travis,
September, 18, 1919.
Marcelino Padilla and Felipe Padilla,
Notice is hereby eiven that Lou!.?
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
of Albert, New Mexico, who,
rAZ VALYEK1JK.' Gonzales,
Register, on September 5, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 022979, for the W Vi
NE: E NW'i; Section 9. Town
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ship 21 N., Range 28E.. N. M. P. M.
ridian, has hied notice of intention
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land to
make Three Year Final Pioof, it
New
Mexico,
Omce at Clayton,
establish claim to the land above deSeptember 24, 1919.
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Notice is hereby -- iven that Sidney Commissioner, at his
office at Roy,
C. Reed, of Roy, Mora County, New
New Mexico, on the 10th day of Nomade
22,
Mexico, who, on Anril
1915,
vember, 1919.
Homestead Entry, No. 019891, for N
Claimant names as witnesses:
and Ntt NW. Section 35,
NE.
Frank Gonzales, of Albert, Now
Township 20 N.. Range 28 E N. M. P.
Mexico, Celso Martinez, of Albert,
Meridian, has hied notice oi lnteiuioa New Mexico, Andreas Ornelas, ot
to make Final Three Year Proof, o Roy, New
MarMexico, Doroteo
establish claim to the land above de- tinez, of Roy, New Mexico. M.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Register,
New Mexico, on the 17th day of No

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.

Register.

a-

i

brown filly
GalleRos, New Mexico, who, on No- ESTRAY:
vember 1, 1915. made Homestead En branded diamond R got in my
try, No. 021101, for .EV4 SEy, Sec. 30:
night.
SV4 SW', NEV
SWÍi, W SEV4 pasture last Tuesday
and SEVi SEV4, Section 29, Town Owner get her and pay for trouble
ship 17 N., Range 31 E.,. New Mexifeed and adv. . D. M. Valdez,
co Meridian, has filed notice of in
8
tention to make Three Year rroof, t4
DeHaven. N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Public Sale

Mills, N. M.

Cleo-oitri-

U.

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

For Sale: Two Jersey Cows:
fresh in spring, one Jersey heifer, ene bul!.
Fred Fluhmann,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
t6
September 24, 1919.
a
Notice is hereby ?iven that
Travis, formerly Casados, of

Farm Sales a specialty

1911).

Notice is hereby given that Mary C.
Leach, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
July 15, 1914, made Homestead EnDoes your suit need to be try serial No. 018122, for SWA NW
; W
SWH; bE'i SW, Section
cleaned and pressed? If so see
36, Township 20 N., Kange 25 E.,
Elkins
N. M. P. Meridian, has hieu notice
of intention to make Three Year
frcof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F, II. Foster,

New Cafe

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

A

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Toilet Ar,tÍdef .

Cigars and Tobacco

Register, Date of first publication,
- second
- Optlmlstio Thought
- third
Speaking sllenco Is better than sens
- fourth
.

Oct, 1U, 1919
- - 25 - Nov 1 -

- -

8

-

-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

1 ara ready to retara with you, Mr.
O'Dowd," she said distinctly. "There
must be no struggle, no bloodshed.

GREEN FANCY
Un

A

W
x'
is

GEORGE BARR
-

n

Author of "GRAUSTARK " "THE

i
aa

HOLLOW OF HER HAND," THE
PRINCE OF GRAUSTARK." ETC

A

"ta
XIV Continued.

CHAPTER

j

12

Lying there, he made swift calculations. The quarry, no longer of use to
the builder, was reasonably sure to be
abandoned.
In all probability some
shed would be
sort of a
found nearby. It would provide shelter
front tn fine rain that was falling and
from the chill night air. He remembered that O'Oowd. la discussing the
erection of Green Feney the night before, had said that the stone came
from a pit two miles away, where a
fine quality of granite had been found.
Two miles, according to Barnes' quick
calculations, would bring the pit close
to the northern boundary of the Curtis
property and almost directly on a Une
with the point where he and Sprouse
entered the meadow at the beginning
of their advance upon Green Fancy.
That being the case, they were now
quite close to the stake and rider fence
separating the Curtis land from that
of the farmer on the north.
"Good," he said, more to himself
begin to see light Are
than to her.
you afraid to remain here while I go
down there for a look around? I
aha'n't be gone more than a couple of
minutes."
"The way I feel at present," she
said, jerkily, "I shall never, never from
this Instant till the hour In which I
Mr.
die, let go of your coat-tailBarnes." Suiting the action to the
word, her fingers resolutely fastened,
not upon the tall of his coat but upon
his sturdy arm. "I wouldn't stay here
alone for anything In the world."
"Heaven bless you," he exclaimed,
suddenly exalted. "And. since you put
it that way, I shall always contrive to
be within arm's length."
And so, together, they ventured
along the edge of the pit until they
reached the wagon road at the bottom.
As he had expected, there was a ramshackle shed hard by. It was not
much of a place, but It was deserted
and a safe shelter for the moment.
A workman's bench lay on Its side In
the middle of the earthen floor. He
righted It and drew It over to the
boarding. . . . She laid her head
gainst his shoulder and sighed deeply.
He kept bis eyes glued on the
door and listened for the first ominous
sound outside. A long time afterward
she stirred.
"Are you coldí Ton are wet"
"It was the excitement, the nervousness, Mr. Barnes," she said, drawing
slightly away from him. "Isn't It nearly daybreak?"
He looked at his watch. "Three
o'clock," he said.
There ensued another period of silence. She remained slightly aloof.
"You'd better lean against me," he
said. at last "I am. softer than the
beastly boards, you know, and quite as
harmless."
"Thank you," she said, and promptly
settled herself against his shoulder.
"It Is better," she sighed.
"Would you mind telling me something about yourself, Miss Cameron? I
should like to know whether I am to
address you as princess, duchess, or
Just plain Miss."
"I am more accustomed to plain
Miss, Mr. Barnes, than to either of
the titles you would give me."
"Don't you feel that I am deserving
of a little enlightenment?" he asked. "I
am working literally as well as figuratively In the dark. Who are you?
Why were yon a prisoner at Green
Fancy? Where and what is your native land?"
"Mr. Barnes, I cannot answer any,
one of your questions without Jeopardizing a cause that Is dearer to me
than anything else In all the world. 1
am sorry. I pray God a day may soon
come when I can reveal everything to
you and to the world. I am of a
stricken country; I am trying to serve
the unhappy house that has ruled It
for centuries and Is now In the direst
peril. The man you know as Loeb Is
a prince of that house. I may say this
to you, and It will serve to explain my
position at Green Fancy: he Is not the
prince I was led to believe awaited me
there. He Is the cousin of the man I
expected to meet, and he Is the enemy
f the branch of the house that I
would serve. Do not ask me o say
'
snore
are with the
sympathies
"Your
allies, the prince's are opposed?
Is that part of Sprouse's story truer
"Tes."
stone-cutter-

's

1

s,
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"And O'Dowdr
Mr. Barnes,
"O'Dowd Is
If that conveys anything to you. He
la not
"Wasn't it pretty risky for yoa to
tarry the crowd Jewels around in a
traveling bag, Miss Cameron
turned out how"I suppose so.
ever, that it was the safest sutst
way. 1 had them In my possession for
three days before coming to Green
rnry. No one saapected. I was to
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struggling out of the night when thej
stole across the road above Hart's
Tavern and made their way through
Anything but that."
the stable yard to the rear of the
O'Dowd spoke out of the darkness: house. His one thought was to get
"Tou forget that I have your own word her safely Inside the Tavern.
for It that ye'll be a dead woman beThe door was locked. He delivered
fore the day Is over. Wouldn't It be a series of resounding kicks upon Its
better for me to begin shooting at once stout face. Revolver in hand, he faced
and spare your soul the everlasting about and waited fof the assault of
torture that would begin Inwejlately the men who, he was sure, would
after your
dec ai?a?"
come plunging around the. corner of
A little cry of relief greeted this the building In response to the racket
quaint sally. "Tou have my word that But there was no attack.
I will return with you quietly If "
At last there were sounds from
"Thunderation !" exclaimed Barnes within. A key grated In the lock and
wrnthfully. "What do you think I am? a bolt was shot. The door flew open.
' "
A worm that"
Mr. Clarence Dillingford appeared In
"Easy, easy, me dear man," cau- the opening, partially dressed, his
"Keep your seat. hair sadly tumbled, his eyes blinking
tioned O'Dowd.
Don't be deceived by my Infernal Irish in the light of the lantern he held
humor. It is my way to be always po- aloft.
lite, agreeable and prompt. Tl shoot
"Well, what the" Then his ga
In a second if ye move one step outalighted on the lady. "For the lov
side that cabin."
began the embarrassed Dilling"O'Dowd, you haven't the heart to ford. "What
I say, can'l
the dev
drag" her back to that beast of
you see that I'm not dressed? What
"Hold hard ! We'll come to the point
without further palavering. Where the"
"Give me that lantern," said Barnes,
are ye dragging her yourself, ye rasand snatched the article out of the uncal?"
resisting band. "Show me the way
"To a place where she will be safe to Miss Thackeray's room, Dillingford.
from Insult, Injury, degradation"
No time for explanations."
"Well, I have no fault to find with
"Well, for the love
ye for that," said O'Dowd. "Bedad, I '
"I will take you to Miss Thackeray's
didn't believe you had the nerve to
room," said Barnes, leading her swiftmay
be Interested
tackle the Job. Tou
ly through the narrow passage. "She
to know that up to the moment I left
the house your absence had not been
noticed, my dear Miss Cameron. And
as for you, my dear Barnes, your
visit Is not even suspected. How the
dlvil did ye do It Barnes?"
"Are you disposed to be friendly,
O'Dowd?" demanded Barnes. "If you
are not, we may Just as well fight It
out now as later on."
"Tou are not to fight 1" she cried In
great agitation. "What are you doing?
Put it away! Don't shoot!"
"la It a gun he la pulling?" Inquired
O'Dowd calmly. "And what the deuce
are you going to aim at me hearty? 'I
lantern with me.
have a bull's-ey- e
From the luxurious seat behind this
rock 1 could spot, y In a second. Having said as much I now propose arbitration. Would ye mind handing over
that tin box In exchange for my polite thanks and a courteous gpodby to
both of ye?"
"We have no box of any description,
Mr. O'Dowd," cried she triumphantly.
"Thank heaven,, he got safely away!"
"Do you mean to tell me you came
away without the your belongings,

r

their rightful

owners, Mr. Barnes a loyal prince of
the blood." 4
"But why here?" he Insisted.
'"He was to take them Into Canada,
and thence. In good time, to the palace

of his ancestors."
"I am to understand, then, that not
only you but the committee you speak
of, fell Into a carefully prepared trap.
The treachery, therefore, bad Its Inception in the loyal nest. Tou were betrayed by a friend."
"I am sure of It," she said bitterly.
"If this man Sprouse does not succeed In restoring the oh, I believe 1
shall kill myself, Mr. Barnes."
The wall of anguish In her voice
went straight to his heart
"He has succeeded, take my word
for It They will be In your bands before many hours have passed."
"Is he to come to the Tavern with
them? Or am I to meet him"
"Good Lord I" he gulped. Here was
a contingency he had not considered.
Where and when would Sprouse appear with his booty? "I I fancy we'll
find him waiting for us at the Tavern."
"But had you no understanding?"
"Er tentatively." The perspiration
started on his brow. He was thinking
of something else: his amazing stupidity in not foreseeing the very situation that now presented itself. Why
had he neglected to settle upon a
meeting place with Sprouse .In the
event that circumstances forced them
to part company in flight? Fearing
that she would 'pursue the subject be
made hast to branch oft onto another
line.

"What Is the real object of the conspiracy up there, Miss Cameron?"
"Tou must bear with me a little
longer, Mr. Barnes," she said, appeal-ingl"I cannot say anything now."
night
"Ton said that tomorrow
would be too late. What did you mean
by

thatr

She waited a few seconds and then
removed her head from his shoulder.
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A Bumper Crop

of Wheat on a Western Farm.

(Prepared by the United States Depart- 000 pounds of milk were required to
ment of Agriculture.)
make the products, or 100 pounds from
More wheat should be sown this each cow In the United States. The
pre-wfall than was the average In
department expects that exports will
years, but not so much should be sown
decrease and Imports will Increase with
as was sown last year. This Is the the exception of condensed milk. It
outstanding fall farming recommenda- recommends that dairymen give partion of the United States department ticular attention to economical feedof Agriculture, which is watching the ing, through the buying of concenchanges of world supply and demand trates In
large lots or the
while European countries are getting buying of feeds ;
attention to pastures
back to normal In food production and that have been allowed to run down;
Ameriaffecting
the market for
thus
attention to the feeding needs of
can products. The department's sug- their cows by the use of
asgestions are based on the observasociations; and the best use of labor
tions of specialists who were sent and labor-savindevices.
abroad to report on foreign conditions
Live Stock.
and probable needs, and on the most
"What our foreign trade In meat,
extensive reports it has been possible
and meat products will be In the futo obtain from other sources In this ture Is Impossible to predict with any
country and other countries.
degree of accuracy, owing to many
As to winter wheat the department
factors which may affect It," the desuggests that 42,000,000 acres be sown
partment says. "The exports will prob- this fall to this crop, and that 20,000,-00- 0
acres be sown In 1920 to spring
wheat, making a probable aggregate
production in 1920 of 830,000,000 bushels, of which 200,000,000 bushels would
be available for export after home
needs are met. This production would
approximately equnl the average yield
of wheat In the United states for the
five years 1,915 to 1919, Inclusive. The
r
average Is thought to be a
"How Is She? is She Resting? Does safe guide for American farmers.
Suggested Acreage for Wheat.
She Seem "
The suggested acreage for
will make you comfortable for the
wheat Is approximately 85 per cent
that Is until I am able to secure a of the area sown In the fall of 1918,
room for you. Come on, Dillingford."
and is about the same as was sown
was
awake. In the fall of 1917. The suggested area
Thackeray
Miss
Through the closed door she asked for spring wheat Is approximately 88
per cent of the area sown In each of
what on earth was the matter.
"I have a friend here a lady. Will the last two years. The combined acreyou dress as quickly as possible and age of winter and Bpring wheat sugtake her In with you for a little gested for 1920 Is about 88 per cent
More Dairy Cows Ara Needed.
of the acreage sown for the 1919 crop,
while?"
There was no immediate response slightly more than the acreage sown ably decrease as compared with the
from the Inside, Then Miss Thackeray for the bumper crop of 1915 and about past year, as the European countries
observed, quite coldly: "I think I'd 4 per cent less than the area sown for increase their production of live stock
like to bear the lady's voice, if yoa the 1918 crop.
r
production."
towards the
Winter Rye.
don't mind. I recognize yours perOther factors affecting American exdemands
for
war
pressure
of
The
fectly, Mr. Barnes, but I am not in the
port trade are rates of exchange, which
rye has ceased, and It does not seem in many cases are decidedly unfavorhabit of opening
"I guess I don't need to dress," said probable, that exports next year will able to those countries most in need
25,000,000
bushels. of our meat and meat products; camMiss Thackeray, and opened her door. greatly exceed
country paigns being waged In
"Come In, please. I don't know who Consumption of rye In this
the European
by
to
war
was
the
about countries for Increased production and
stimulated
you are or what you've' been up to,
rate of con- decreased consumption; prices of
but there are times when women 50,000,000 bushels. If this crop
of
meat products in this country as comought to stand together. And what'a sumption is maintained, a
80,000,000 bushels would be
to
pared with the prices in other counmore, I sha'n't ask any questions."
necessary to provide 25,000,000 bushels tries having meats for export; availShe closed the door behind the unexport, Indicating a total a'creage able ocean tonnage for shipping from
expected guest, and Barnes gave a for
5,500,000 to 6,000,000 acres, In comof
other countries.
great sigh of relief.
parison with 6,800,000 acres sown last
However, pork exports at least prob"Say, Mr. Barnes," said Miss Thackfall.
ably will be greatly In excess next
eray, several hours later, coming upon
tfle
prob"In any consideration of
annual export The
him In the ball, "I guess I'll have to able foreign demand for American year of the pre-wEuropean countries probably will reask you' to explain a little. She's a wheat and rye based on pre-wconr
nice, pretty girl, and all that, but she sumption experience," says the depart- - quire two years to get back to
pork production, and their present
won't open her lips about anything.
needs .are great.
She says you will do the talking. I'm
Poultry.
a good sport, you know, and not espePre-wproduction of poultry In
cially finicky, but I'd hate
most European countries, the depart"How Is she? 'Is she resting? Does
ment says, will soon be resumed. Emshe seem"
phasis in this country Is placed on
"Well, she's stretched out on my bed
more efficient methods of production.
with my best nightie on, and she seems
Whether Increased production should
to be doing as well as could be expectbe undertaken must necessarily deed," said Miss Thackeray dryly.
pend on local conditions as to feed,
"Has she had coffee
labor, and other factors.
"I am going after It now. It seems
that she Is In the habit of having It
;
i PUREBRED SOWS NOT NEEDED
In bed. I wish I had her Imagination.
It would be great to Imagine that all
you have to do Is to say, 'I think ni
Boar Representa Differences Between
have coffee and rolls and one egg1 sent
Years of Hog Growing Success
up, and then go on believing your wish
or Failure.
'"J
would come true. Still, I don't mind.
í
i
She seems so nice and pathetic, and In i
Purebred sows for the production of
trouble, and I "
profitable market hogs are unnecessary
"Thank yoa, Miss Thackeray. If i
and just as much pork can be made
i
you will see that she has her coffee
from a herd of good grade sows, pro1
vided they are mated with a purebred
ril I'll wait for yoa here In the hall t
boar, as such a sire will imprint his
and try to explain. I can't tell you
everything at present not without her s A Good Average Farm Flock.
own characteristics indelibly upon his
consent but what I do tell will be ment, "a greatly increased transportalitters. He represents the differences
sufficient to make you think yon ara tion cost and the existing condition of between years of hog growing success
listening to a chapter of a dime novel." international exchange cannot be dis- or failure and by his continuous use
regarded. . . '. It seems clear that If upon grade sows. It will take but a
He had already taken Putnam Jones the foreign exchange situation con- short time to make the herd equal to
Into his confidence. He saw no other tinues as it is or becomes more ab- purebred in the ability to get big;
way out of the new and somewhat
normal It will cpnstltute a powerful gains and quick finish.
extraordinary situation.
stimulus for some foreign countries to
(TO BB3 CONTINUED.)
seek grain in countries other than the HORSE NOT ALWAYS AT FAULT
United States, or to produce It"
Be Kind and Patient
Dairying.
Driver CKer, Neglects to See That
special
grace requiThere is more
Is probable that several years
Harness Is In Good Repair and
It
site and manifest In watchful perseAdjustment.
will be required for Euorpean counverance In little kindnesses and habitto get back to their normal cattries
borne,
In
at
patience
abstinence
ual
tle population. In order to supply
The horse often is not to blame for
from conversational disparagement of
will be necessary for the runaway. Sometimes It's the fault
their
needs
it
others, and In resistance to habits of
them to Import dairy product
and at of the driver, and sometimes It's the
In
sloth and undue
country is sup- neglect of the man who should be
present
this
time
the
111
performance
In
the
private
than
plying large quantities. Last year's
sure the harness Is in good repair and.
of great public duties under the
were so large that about 2,000,- - properly adjusted.
oí

yif tali

Miss Cameron?" exclaimed O'Dowd.
"They are not with me," she replied.
Her grasp on Barnes' arm tightened.
"Oh, isn't It splendid? They did not
catch him.
"Will you both swear on your sacred
honor that ye haven't the jewels In
your possession?"

He"

"Unhesitatingly," said Barnes.
He heard the sharp Intake of her
"I swear, Mr. O'Dowd."
breath and felt the convulsive move"Then," said he, "I have no ,tlme to
ment of the arm that rested against waste here. I am looking for a tin
his. There was no mistaking her sud- box. I beg your pardon for disturbden agitation.
ing you."
"I will tell you," she said, and he
"Oh, Mr. O'Dowd, I shall never forwas surprised by the harshness that get
all that you have"
came Into her voice. "Tomorrow mornThere Is one thing I
now
"Whist
ing was the time set for my marriage
on your forgetting comto that wretch up there. I could have must Insist
happened in the
avoided It only by destroying myself. pletely: all that has
five minutes. What I am doing,
If you had come tomorrow night In- last
would be my death senstead of tonight you would have Mr. Barnes,
ever became known."
tence
It
if
found me dead, that Is all. Now you
"It shall never be known through
understand."
me, O'Dowd. I'd like to shake your
"Good God Tou were to be forced
hand, old man."
Into a marriage with why, It Is the
"God bless you, Mr O'Dowd," said
most damnable "
girl In a low, small voice, singularthe
I
"O'Dowd God bless him
was my
only champion. He knew my father. ly suggestive of tears. "Some day I
may be In a position
He"
"Don't say it ! Tou'U spoil every"Listen P be hissed, starting to his
thing If you let me think yoa are In
feet
"Don't move!" came from the dark- my debt Bedad, don't be so sure I
ness outside. "I have me gun leveled. sha'n't see you again, and soon."
"Tell me how to find Hart's Tavern,
I heard me name taken In vain.
man. I'lW
old
wonblessing.
was
the
I
Thanks for
"No, I'm dashed If I do. Ton ought
dering whether you would say some- to be grateful to me for not stopping
you entirely, without asking me to
Good-by- ,
give you a helping hand.
and God bless you. I'm praying that
Hf
f
ye get away safely, Miss Cameron. So
long, Barnes. If you were a crow and
4?,
wanted to roost on that big tree In
front of, Hart's Tavern, I dare say
you'd take the shortest way there by
flying as straight as a bullet from the
mouth of this pit following your exnose."
tremely
They did not wait for the break of
day. Taking O'Dowd's hint Barnes
directed his steps straight out from
the mouth of the quarry and pressed
confidently onward. In answer to a
question she .Informed him that there
were no fewer than twenty-fiv- e
men in
Green Fancy, all of them shrewd, resolute and formidable.
"I cannot for the life of me, see
why they took chances on Inviting me
to the house, Miss Cameron."
,
She was silent for a moment and
when she spoke It was with great Intensity. "Mr. Barnes, I had your life
In my hands all the time you were at
Green Fancy. I shudder now when I
think of what might have happened,
Before you were asked to the house; I
was coolly Informed that you would
not leave It alive If I so much as
breathed a word to you concerning
my unhappy plight The first word of
"Dn't Move!" Ctme Prom the Dark. an
appeal to you .would have been the
ness Outside.
signal for for your death. That Is
thing pleasant about me end, thank what they held over me. When I
the good Lord, I was patient. But I'd spoke to you on the couch that night,
advise yon both to sit still just the I oh, don't 'you see? Don't you see
same."
that I wantonly, cruelly, selfishly
A chuckle rounded out the gentle risked your life not my own when
admonition of the Invisible Irishman.
"Were, there, pow I" be cried, conCHAPTER XV.
solingly, as she pul her bands to her
face and gave way to sobs.
Larga Bodies Move Slowly But Mr.
"Fórglva me," shé murmured.
"I
Sprouse Was Smaller Than the didn't moan to be so silly."
Average.
"It helps, U cry sometimes," he said
There was not a sound for many lamely.
seconds. She was the first to speak.
The first taint signs ?f day
1
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Bad Uzdsl SAYS STRIKE

IK? 'flat

Why be mieeraMe with "bad back!"
Kb time you found out what in wrongl
Kidney weakness often causes much
suffering
from backache,
lameness,
rheumatia rnim haHl
and kidney irregluarities. Neglected, it
may ieaa to dropsy, gravel or Bright s
disease, but if taken in time it ia
eaily corrected by using Doan't
Kidney Pills, Doan'$ have helped
thousands.
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RED CROSSABROAD

WALKOUT UNLAWFUL, DECLARES
PRESIDENT
GIVES STRONG

usu-Sll- y

ICAN.

SPANISH-AME-

President Wilson Prepared
sage Before Illness.

WARNING.

Mes-

''US

"STICK

At
LAW

WILL

BE

ENFORCED

PUBLIC

PROTECTED,
ULTIMATUM.

To Finance Operations and to Carry
Out Constructive Plans In Eastern
Europe, Organization Requires
Incresslng Membership.

AND
IS

.

Newspaper l'niíh New 8ervlce.
'

.Washington,
Oct. 27. The President of the United States and members of his cabinet pronounced the
proposed strike oT bituminous coal
miners scheduled for Nov. 1 a crime
CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.
against the government and people of
the United States.
They brand the strike both morally
and legally wrong and declare In a
statement to the public that the law
A Skin Cleared By
will be enforced, and means be found
to protect the Interests of the nation In
any emergency that may arise out of
A Mniawlafai Oi..
.
a
this unhappy business.
In plain, vigorous language
the
President announces that the strike
FAKKKK'S
cannot be permitted under the laws of
HAIR BALSAM
the government for protection of so3aeTUaiidroa4topHalrI!lUat
ciety. The government, he says, will
KMOra llOT and
Faded Hak3anrtot.rejid
use every lneans within Its power to
m na í.ao Kl arutx'.ia.
prevent the strike and .keep the mines
Remare Onu. C
t,IMUt.kt,UliN
operated.
loiwes, eu, tm
ll pain, ensure comfort (o tb
ep.y. Ue. by mall or at Prna
Buka welkin
The decision means that Unless the
J
fetcaoiue, k. I.,
Wa ÜKoox Ckewloai
miners call off the strike they and
FEMOVCBbvIV Mr'a
draecbt or or their officers will be prosecuted for a
FRECKLES
rrHMoi. w. M. M. MPT
MickiM miit, cmuae.
high crime against the government.
It means, also, that the government
Exports to Asia Grow.
will not
to keep the mines
Exports to Asiatl: countries, show operating, hesitate
even if It may be necessary
large increases, the British East Indies for the government to operute
them
receiving $12,000,000, Japan $30.000,000
and to protect them with lis strong
$11,000,000
Siberia
worth
and
each.
military arm.
But the President hopes that it will
There is nothing more satisfactory not be necessary to prosecute the miiir
after a'day of hard work than a line ers and appeals to their officers and
full of snowy white clothes. For such to the miners as individuals at once
results use Red Cross Bag Blue.
to recall all strike orders, announcing that lie stands ready to see that
right
all
demand
to
justice,
hut
It's
their differences with the operators
first be sure that you want it!
are fairly adjusted by arbitration.
"It is time for plain speaking," the
There should be music in every home President declares, asserting that in
execpt the one next door.
this crisis lie gives no thought to the
merits of the miners' demands. Their
claims and interests can be taken up

I..

DOAN'S

VSEST

F05TIR-M3LBUR-

Your Best Asset!

Cuticura Soao
aw

1I

fi.

W,

3

Ulotm.ut--.Yo-

Asll for

later. It

HILL'S

Is

the paramount Interest of

the whole American people that must
be secured first.
Issued after
The pronounclanicnto,
the cabinet had held two sessions and
conferred with President Wilson in his
sick room through Dr. Grayson and
secretary Tumulty, struck with tremendous force on the minds of public
officials, members of Congress and officials of tile United Mine Workers
and the Coal Operators' Association.

FIVE MILLION PEOPLE
USED IT LAST YEAR

HILLS
CASCARApl QUININE
Standard cold remedy for 10 year
in tablet form ate, ur, no
opiate break up a cold in i
rtlieve grip in art.
1. hour
V
Money back if it tail, in
a Kea
genuine box n
top w 1 1 n mr. nui
klWV X X picture.
v, ,. A All Dm Slur
Né

Law.
Against
Timothy
Shea gave
Washington.
notice to Congress that the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
of which the Is acting president, would not observe the pending
legislation If enacted into
tl.llll fltkAVt
ffik.
law. "If these Interests of the legislaborn caul wr broaehtto
tors believe railroad employes will unthe Vniirt Btt In I.ttf,
k
mill typmeBt biiiff
.
to resistingly submit to any such Invafrom ffnglud
Virginia tha yew. The
rights as citizens," Mr.
8 hurt horn has hid more to sion of their
Ska Imnmeamant
ili.
Shea continued, "they had better exI
of cattle in tkiia country
u
mm
mnj
pel that thought from their minds, beJvamn
than all oibnr
cause I believe I speak for locomotive
and mllkln quality
or tne saonwira wj bm firemen and hostlers at least when I
:
t.......
gay that any law which deprives them
farma, plantation ami rancha. It par tome Shorthorn bolla. American Nuorthora Breeder' of the lights of American citizenship
Aaaiai, If Deatr l ark An, Chicago, IiL
would not be observed, not because
this class of American citizens are law
breakers, but because such a law
would be unwaranted,
and contrary to American Institutions."
Anti-Strik- e

in Atnai lca
Shorthorn
133

Y,

anti-strik- e

Solve Messenger Mystery.
New York. The mystery of a $178,-00bond robbery and the niurder of
the broker's messenger who had them,
was apparently solved. The police announced that ."0.000 of the bonds had
ben recovered and that five arrests
had been made in connection with the
murder. Benjamin II. Binkowilz, the
A
messenger, vanished on Aug. 12.
bady found a week later at Milford,
Conn., was Identified us his. According
to detectives, Blnkowltz planned the
robbery with a gang of thugs and
who later murdered, hlin for
possession o' the bonds.
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Farmer Jones Svrup is a delicious,
nourishing foou, morning, noon
or night. Everyone likes it because
it is so good. The natural purity
of flavor of sorghum is maintained, absolutely unchanged.
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The first dose eases your cold ! Don't
I
stufféd-uQuit blowing and
snuffling
A dose of "Pape's Cold,
Compound" taken every two hours until three doses are taken usually
breaks up a severe cold and ends all
grippe misery.
Belief awaits you I Open your
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THE FLAVOR LASTS
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DOES THE PRICE!

THE Ellin? ÜAY...
la

all cases of

Distemper, Pinkeye,' Influ

;a

enza, Colds, etc.1
of all horses, brood mares, colts,
stallions, la to

"SPOIIl TUK.1"
their tongue or In the feed put
Spoka'a Liquid Compooad. Qlve the
remedy to all of them. ZX icta on the

(

On

(

(jfr
A

8PO!ffJ MEDICAL CO., GOGIIEfJ, IflD., ü. C. A.
Values Increasing.
"Do you know that I feel like 30
cents?" said Jack to Ethel.
Then Ethel sweetly smiled and commented: "Well, well, everything seems
to have gone up since the war." Yeoman Shield.

American Milk in Hongkong.
In 1018 Hongkong imported condensed milk valued at $3.880,640. That
coming from the United States wa
valued at 3.r84,84, or 92 per cent of
the total Imports of that commodity.

Paradoxical Business.
"Have you many Wttlngs In yonr
Good Hubby.
studio?"
"Is your husband considerate?"
"Oh, yes; I have a number of stand"Always ! He won't even come home
ing orders."
nt night for fear he'll wake me up."
A

3

s Aged

for Their Troubles.
Freemont, O. "I was passing through the critical
period of life, being forty-si- x
years of age and had all
the symptoms incident to that change heat flashes,
nervousness, and was in a general run down condition,
so it was hard for me to do my work. Lydia E. Pink-barn- 's
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles, which it surely proved
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
taking it, ana toe annoying symptoms nave flisap-d.- "
Mrs. LI. Uodues, 8.15 Napoleon St, Fremont,
reare

Ohio.

North Haven, Conn. "Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound restored my health after everything else

had failed when passing through change of life. Thera
overcome the trying symptoms.
Mrs. li'LO&sxcB Iam,i.i,Box 197, North Haven, Conn.

Is nothing like it to

f

WISE, CffiFIiJT
..4,4
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Ag-eat-

Are Here Told the Best Remedy

According to Maj. It.

-

blood and glands. It outs the disease
by expelling- the disease germs. It wards
off the trouble no matter how they are
"exposed." Absolutely free from anything injurious. A child can safely take
It. Sold by druggists, harneas dealers,
or sent express paid by the manufacturers. Special
Wasted.

v

A

Strict Business.
Brutten, sent from here to recover
the bodies, the slayers were from a
''Would you throw a tomato at that
Mexican sloop, their identity Is knów speaker?" asked a rough auditor.
to both the United States and Mexican "No," replied the grocer; "not unless
,
government and steps are being taken he paid for it in advance."
to capture them.
S.

J

fore f!)3 vm

Relief with

Washington, K C Before his present Illness President Wilson prepared
the following message, In which he
urges the people of the United States
to generously respond to the third roll
call of the Bed Cross:
Ás president of the United States
clogged-unostrils and the air passand as president of the American Bed ages of your
head; stop nose running;
Cross I recommend and urge a genrelieve the headache, dullness, fever.
erous response to the Third Bed Cross
Ishness, sneezing, soreness and stiffBoll Call, which opens on November ness,
'
r
the second with the observance of Red
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
Cross Sunday and appropriately closes
quickest, surest relief known and costs
on November the eleventh, the first
only a few cents at drug stores. It
anniversary of the signing of the arsets without assistance. Tastes nice.
mistice.
. no
quinine.
Insist on
Twenty million adults Joined the Contains
Pape I Adv.
Red Cross during the war, prompted
by a patriotic desire to render service
They're Practical Men.
to their country and to the cause for
"Would you call a successful auwhich the United States was engaged thor one who makes from $10,ii00 to
In war. Our patriotism should stand
$l."i,000 a year, but will be forgotten
the test of peace as well as the test of 12 months
nfter he dies, or one who'
war, and It Is an Intelligently patriotic
literally starves to death and Is faprogram which the Bed Cross promous ever after?"
poses, a continuance of service to our
"Well, I would say the second type
soldiers and sailors, who look to It for
was- the truly snccesful author, but
many things, and a transference to the
I fear his landlord, his butcher and his
problems of peace at home of the exbaker
wouldn't agree with me." Birperience and methods- which It acmingham
quired during the war.
Stress ory Membership.
ASPIRIN FOR COLDS
It Is on membership more than
money contributions that the stress of
the present campaign is laid, for the
Name "Bayer" is on Genuine
Red Cross seeks to associate the
people In welfare work throughout the
Aspirin say Bayer
land, especially in those communities
where neither official nor unolllclal
provision has been made for adequate
public health and social service.
It Is In the spirit of democracy that
the people should undertake their own
welfare activities, and .the National
Red Cross wisely Intends to exert upon
community action a stimulating and
Influence and to place
the energies of the organization behind all sound public health and welInsist on "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin it
fare agencies.
in a "Bayer package." containing propThe American Bed ,Cross does not er directions for Colds, Pain, Headpurpose Indefinite prolongation of its ache. Neuralgia. Lumbago, and Rheurelief work abroad, a policy which matism Name "Bayer" means genuine
would lay an unjust burden upon our Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
own people and tend to undermine the nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12
of the peoples relieved, tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade
but there is a necessary work of commark of Bayer Manufacture of
pletion to be performed before the
of Sullcylicacld. Adv.
American Bed Cross can honorably
withdraw from Europe. The congress
Many Cars in Japan.
of the United States has imposed upon
The number of motorcars in the
the Red Cross a continuing responsiHyogn prefecture of .Tapan in V.H18
bility abroad by authorizing the secrewas four, In J912 there were 14, In
tary of war to transfer to the Ameri1010 there were 30, and at the end of
can Red Cross such surplus army med1018 there were 282 cars registered.
ical supplies and supplementary and The city of Kobe, which Is located in
dietary foodstuffs now In Europe as this prefecture, Is said to have 182
shall not be required by ,the army, to automobiles.
be used by the Bed Cross to relieve
the distress which continues in certain
To Have a Citar Sweet Skin.
countries of Europe as a result of the Touch pimples, redness, roughness
war.
or Itching, if any, with Cutlcura OintProgram Deserves Support.
ment, then bathe with Cuticura Soap
To finance these operations, to conand hoc water. Blnse, dry gently and
clude work which was begun during dust on a little Cuticura Talcum to
the war, and to carry out some com- leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
constructive
paratively Inexpensive
Everywhere 25c each. Adv.
plans for assisting peoples in eastern
Europe to develop their own welfare
Germans Ate Soapsuds for Cream.
organizations, the American Red Cross
The O'erman public recently learned
t lint It hud been eating soapsuds
requires, In addition to ' membership
for
fees, a sum of money small in comparwhipped cream. The Information was
ison with the gifts poured Into Its revealed
by an order forbidding
treasury by our generous people dur- whipped cream to he made from soap,
ing the war.
jnm and sugar.
Both the 'greater enduring domestic
program and the lesser temporary foreign program of the Bed Cross deserve enthusiastic support, and I venmemture to hope that Its peace-timbership will exceed rather than fall
below Its impressive war membership.
WOODROW WILSON.
TF

Two Mules.
colored man driving a mule attached to a Junk wagon meandered
along the Mission road. Suddenly the
mules feet took root. He "posolutely
and absotlvely" refused to budge. The
darky, with a sigh, dismounted anil
tried all the arts of his race, from persuasion with a shovel handle to downright cruelty. ' For half an hour he
worked, but the mule only remained
glued" fast to the road.
Sinn Feiners Escape.
"Why don't you sell him and buy an
London. Six Sinn Kelners, Including Commoners Stack and Beasley, auto, uncle?" called a cop who had
have escaped from Slrangewny jail nt been enjoying the fun.
"Huh!" growled the colored man.
Manchester. Being political prisoners,
they were allowed to congregate dur- "That mule'd take that as a pussonal
ing the tea hour. One of them sprang victory. He's been tryln' to shake me
No, .sir. Ah reckon Ah'll
at the warden and felled hini.Tlie oth- for a week.
'
ers bound his hands and feet. He was stick It out"
gagged and thrown lifto a cell. In the
American Interests in China.
meantime a rope ladder was thrown
The Foochow branch of the Ameriover the prison wall by someone standcan Association of China was recently
ing In the street.
The new organization; will
formed.
largely care for American commercial
Murderers Are Known.
Ran Diego, Cn"f.
It was officially Interests, which are rapidly expandannounced here ihnt Lieut. Cecil III ing in the Foochow consular district,
Connolly of San D'ego and Frederick and will take the place of an AmeriB. Waterhouse.of Weiser, Idaho, army can chamber of commerce, the numaviators missing since Aug. 21, were ber of local Americans being too few
slain In Lower California by two Mex- to support a chamber of commerce.
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Colds

A Colorado Case
Kensie, H30 Thirty,
ilvMliHrtrt
fifth Bt., Denver,
IciaiJtwr- Colo., say: "My
kidney were In a
weakened condition
after typhoid lever,
Finally rheumatia
trouble and lumbago aet In and the
pain ever my hips
waa terrible ami if
extended from my
left tt tn lita ...
ion oí my bladder. The way my
acted caused me no end of
trouble. I tried different remedí,
but had but little relief. I decided
tat of all the trouble."
Celt IWl'l
A. - fk
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CASH STORE
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To arrive the first week
in November. A carload
of fancy winter

The newest store in town
Is open for business
WITH A CLEAN NEW STOCK OF

Live Stock and Farm Sals

AUCTIONEER
10 years of exp crien

GROCERIES, Vegetables

References: Springer Bank Colfax County, State Bank''

'While our stock of Racket Goods has not arrived,
We win endeavor to serve you with

In the best of varieties
and at lowest prices

The Best Things to Eat
THAT THE MARKET AFFORDS
Your trade will be Appreciated.
Come in and get acquainted at

Call and see us and place your
order now

Wildman's
Dont forget to bring your
Butter and Eggs
Pearl Long Valued as Jewel.
The pearl Is the only jewel warn ai
nature formed It. All the precious
stones diamonds,
rubles, emeralds
to be cut before
and the rest-h- ave
they can be worn. But the pearl Is
worn Just as It Is taken from the oy
ter shell. It is among the most an,
I

i

'we Jo

For dates phone (Springer Times Springer, N.
me at Springer.
Korea a men country.
Koren contains extensive coal fields
as yet, undeveloped, iron in abundance, and gold to the value of $3,000
000 Is annually coorted.

Floersheim
M ercantile

Call for Reform.
When pinching the dollar leaves
deep mark on the heart of Us owner,
doesn't It seem as if he would let up?
But few of us have anything to brag
of In that line. Our souls are scarred
from end to end with Ihe marks of our
penuriousncss. Shame on us I Let

quit u i

'

of Springer, N. M. Cimarron Bank Cimarron, N. M.
or write

RI.

ness.

Samuel Smiles.

i!

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

Company

See Dr. J. A. Stevens, or Henry Krabbehschmidt,

if you have wheat for sale

uxcuauge.

U. S.

Wheat Director License No. 0284G3H

hamlet. "Pruntytown

Her Appearance.
Mildred had accompanied her. father
(o the near-bvillage and on her return was telling her mother of a wotn-tshe saw there. Her mother asked
If it was a certain woman, and Mildred Immediately replied : "No, mota- er, she looked newer than that."
y
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We own and control about

35000 acres of fine
Farm Lands
Os

'

In Tps. 24 N..and 25 N. Ranges 26 and
County.
We also have a few
,

27

E.

Colfax

Small Stock Ranches
o
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ad-

Dont wait until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.

,,'

meet interested parties at Roy or Mills by
appointment. Drop a card in P. O. at Mills or Roy.
Main office 302-- 3 1st Nat'l Bank bldg Wichita Kans.
Will

O. W. Kerr & Company

t
i

ji

Com-

v..

munities, like people, have troubles, misfortunes. As the
homes make the community, so the communities make the
nation. To aid in time of disaster, to prevent unnecessary r
suffering, to apply the great American spirit of service at home
as well as abroad this is the mission to which the Red Cross
is summoned

.':.

Now is the time to buy.
All these lands will
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

.

cannot limit her ministrations to the sufferers of war.
't--

(

;

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

ting to be more and more metropolithe
tan right along. Why,
all night restaurant stays open till
half-pas- t
ten or 'leven every night of
the world, except Sundays I" Judge,

t

'

National Projreat..
Natlonni progress is the sum of
national industry, energy and upright-

A Bustling Burg.
"By George!" triumphantly ejaculated a prominent resident of that

I

'..

The New Store
LUJAN&SOW

it:
i.

In the Foster Block, Roy,

A

,1

i ... i"''

.,

Americanism calls every citizen to respond for duty by
rolling as a member of the American Red Cross.

e

OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

en-

We Buy Butter and Eggs

SI

r

I

I

Groceries

November 2nd to 11th, 1919
This space contributed by

Atllighest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produce.

.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE COMPANY
ROY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK

.,.

;:'.vl-I-

J

Dry Goods, Shoes
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Ready-to-We-

ar

Clothing

WE S3 ICT YOUR PATRONAGE

REMIGIO LOPEZ
122

1

JUAN LUJAN

